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Executive Summary
This Report reviews the law and policy environment for civic space in 17 countries in Sub-Saharan
Africa: Benin, Burundi, Congo-Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Uganda,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. It focuses on identifying laws and policies that represent more serious
threats to civic space as of November 2019. Some key trends across the region include:
• Overly Complex and Intrusive Regulation of Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs): Some countries have overly complicated registration regimes, while in others
procedures or legal frameworks are unclear. Regulators often have broad discretion to
refuse or cancel registration. Some countries require NGOs to provide burdensome
reporting or to have projects approved for alignment with national development goals.
• Inappropriate Content Restrictions: Positively, there appears to be a regional trend
towards decriminalising defamation, but some countries have removed criminal penalties
only for defamation but retained them for other reputational offences (such as insult). And
criminal defamation rules, sometimes with heightened penalties for public figures or heads
of State, remain in some countries. Other common problematic restrictions include
prohibitions on false information, unclear or broad hate speech rules and vague prohibitions
on disrupting public order or inciting division.
• Emerging Threats to Digital Rights: New or proposed cyber laws in several countries
include special online content restrictions including some which effectively reintroduce
criminal defamation (for online speech). A key concern is the power of government
authorities to block websites or the Internet without a court order, whether through
explicitly powers to do so under the law or taking advantage of unclear legal rules.
• Insufficient Independence in Media Regulation: Most media regulators in the region are
not properly independent. This is a serious concern given governments’ already significant
control over the media and because many of these regulators license the print media and/or
the practice of journalism, in addition to the broadcast media.
• Restrictions on Public Meetings and Assemblies: Many countries require prior
authorisation for assemblies or have prior notice requirements which effectively operate as
prior authorisation schemes, giving authorities the power to disallow demonstrations on
sensitive topics. In some cases, prior notice even extends to public meetings.
• National Security: Many countries in the region have strong security or intelligence
institutions with minimal oversight. Combined with laws which define sedition or terrorism
in ways that could apply to peaceful activity, this represents a potentially serious risk for
some civil society organisations. The rules in several countries also allow for significant
powers of surveillance, without sufficient judicial oversight.
• Lack of Right to Information and Whistleblower Protection Laws: Although many
countries in the region have limited whistleblower protection, such as under an anticorruption law, only three out of the seventeen had a general, stand-alone whistleblower
protection law (with some countries having draft legislation). Five of the 17 countries lack
any right to information law. The remaining countries vary in the strength of their RTI
laws, with a few having very strong laws. However, implementation of these laws has been
a major challenge and in some instances is almost non-existent.
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Approach and International Standards
Laws which regulate civil society are numerous and often complex. Rather than provide a
comprehensive review, this Mapping focuses on more problematic provisions in each country with
the goal of identifying areas in need of reform. For example, it documents legal provisions which
have been used to bring criminal charges against journalists and activists. The result is that the
overall description for each country may skew towards the negative, as even countries which
generally have an enabling environment for civil society often still have problematic laws in some
areas.
This Mapping conducts comprehensive reviews of four countries, according to the nine categories
below. For each category, domestic laws are assessed against international human rights standards.
The nine categories are presented here, along with the key international standards for each area.
In addition, this Mapping provides a shorter summary of the conditions for civic space in an
additional five countries. The categories below guide these summaries although each category is
not explored in depth.
Category 1. Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on
advocacy: Are civil society organisations required to register? Are features of the
registration process burdensome? Do authorities have discretion to deny
registration? What limitations are placed on the ability of civil society organisations
to operate and advocate?
The right freely to associate with others is guaranteed by Article 22 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),1 among other international treaties. States should create an
enabling environment in which organisations can be established and operate freely. 2 Any
restrictions on the right to association must be prescribed by law and be necessary to protect
national security, public safety, public order, public health or public morals, or the rights or
freedoms of others.3
Civil society organisations should not be required to register as a legal entity; the right to form
informal associations is protected under human rights law. Should an organisation choose to be
formally legally registered, the procedures for this should be simple, accessible, nondiscriminatory and not overly burdensome.4 If officials can deny registration, it should be on
narrow, objective grounds, with the opportunity to appeal to an independent oversight body, such
as a court.

1

Adopted by General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16 December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976.
Available at: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx.
2
UN Human Rights Council Resolution 24/5, 8 October 2013, p. 2. Available at:
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/RES/24/5.
3
ICCPR, Article 22(2).
4
Report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, 21 May 2012,
UN Doc. A/HRC/20/27, para. 95. Available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/20/27.
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Once registered, States should not impose highly burdensome reporting obligations on
organisations or intrude on their internal operations. Laws should not prevent organisations from
engaging in advocacy activities on matters of public interest. Dissolution of an organisation should
be permitted only where there has been a very serious breach of the law, based upon narrow
grounds which are clearly articulated in the law, as decided by an independent authority, preferably
a court.5
Category 2. Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements and special tax requirements:
Are limits placed on the ability of civil society organisations to obtain foreign
funding? Are there burdensome financial reporting or tax requirements?
The right to freedom of association protects the right of organisations to seek, receive and use
funding. This includes the ability to access foreign funding, meaning that prohibitions on accessing
foreign funding or onerous requirements for organisations receiving foreign funding are not
legitimate. States may screen for fraud, money laundering or terrorist financing activities, and
promote transparency in the use of funds. However, financial reporting requirements should be
tailored to the operating realities of non-profit organisations, and not inhibit their ability to engage
in legitimate operations.6
States should also not indirectly limit the work of civil society via tax laws. Rather, better practice
is to create an enabling environment for civil society, including mechanisms such as allowing tax
exempt status for non-profit organisations and tax deduction options for donors.7
Category 3. Media regulation: Are there registration or licensing requirements for print media or
journalists? Are any bodies which are responsible for regulating the media
independent?
Regulation of the media must respect the right to freedom of expression, meaning it should respect
media independence and should not become a means of government control. On the other hand,
intervention may be necessary to promote media diversity and to prevent the emergence of media
monopolies.
States should not require journalists to obtain licences or register in order to engage in journalistic
activities.8 Print media should also not be subject to a licensing regime, although merely technical
registration requirements may be permissible if they are not overly complex and do not grant
authorities discretion to deny registration.9 In the broadcasting sector, licensing requirements may

5

See Report of the Special Rapporteur, note 4, paras. 75-76 and 100; and Report of the Special Rapporteur on the
rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, 24 April 2013, UN Doc. A/HRC/23/39, para. 38.
Available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/23/39.
6
Report of the Special Rapporteur, note 4, paras. 67-72.
7
Report of the Special Rapporteur, note 4, para. 72.
8
UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 34, Article 19: Freedoms of opinion and expression, 12
September 2011, CCPR/G/GC/34, para. 44, available at: http://undocs.org/ccpr/c/gc/34; and International Mandates
for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2003 Joint Declaration, available at:
https://www.osce.org/fom/28235?download=true.
9
International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2003 Joint Declaration, ibid.
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be appropriate to ensure diversity when allocating broadcasting frequencies, but the process should
be fair and transparent, and be overseen by an independent authority.10
Bodies that regulate the media should be independent from political or private sector actors. Such
regulatory bodies should be accountable and have a clear mandate and structure. The appointment
process for members and manner of allocating funding should protect their independence.11
Category 4. Content restrictions: Are there undue restrictions on the content that the media or
civil society may disseminate? Is defamation criminalised? Are there other
overbroad or vague restrictions on speech?
The right to freedom of expression, guaranteed by Article 19 of the ICCPR, may only be subject
to restrictions which: 1) are provided by law; 2) aim to protect the rights or reputations of others,
public order, national security, or public health or morals; and 3) be necessary to protect that
interest. Several types of content restrictions commonly found in the Asia Pacific region frequently
fail to meet this test:
•

•

Defamation laws: While it is legitimate to protect the reputation of others, special or
heightened protections for the reputations of heroes or public figures are inappropriate,
since the public has a greater interest in their actions. Criminal penalties for defamation are
almost always disproportionate and, as such, do not pass the “necessity” part of the test;
defamation should therefore be decriminalised. National symbols, institutions or icons
should not be protected by defamation or libel rules, as they cannot be said to have
reputations of their own.12
Hate speech: Hate speech is prohibited by Article 20(2) of the ICCPR, which provides:
“Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law”. States should, therefore,
prohibit such speech. However, hate speech laws should not be crafted in vague terms or
go beyond the narrow scope of hate speech as recognised under international law. They
should also require hateful intent and a sufficiently close nexus to an act of discrimination,
violence or hostility. Without these elements, hate speech laws are easily abused to target
non-hateful speech.13 Laws prohibit the expression of opinions about historical facts
(genocide denial laws) or impose certain interpretations of history are also not legitimate.14

10

General Comment No. 34, note 8, para. 39.
African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression and
Access to Information in Africa, Adopted at the 65 th Ordinary Session, 21 October to 10 November 2019, Principles
17(1)-(2), available at: https://www.achpr.org/legalinstruments/detail?id=69; and Council of Europe,
Recommendation (2000) 23 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the Independence and Functions of
Regulatory Authorities for the Broadcasting Sector, 20 December 2000, available at:
https://www.ebu.ch/files/live/sites/ebu/files/Publications/Reference%20texts/CoE%20-%20Media%20Freedom%20
and%20Pluralism/REF%20COE-CM-Rec(2000)23.pdf.
12
General Comment No. 34, note 8, paras. 38 and 47.
13
Jersild v. Denmark, 23 September 1994, Application No. 15890/89 (European Court of Human Rights), paras. 24
and 35-36, available at: http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57891; and Article 19, Camden Principles on Freedom
of Expression and Equality, April 2009, available at: https://www.article19.org/data/files/pdfs/standards/thecamden-principles-on-freedom-of-expression-and-equality.pdf.
14
General Comment No. 34, note 8, para. 49.
11
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•

•

•

•

Religious offence: Speech which incites hatred of certain religious groups may properly be
restricted as a form of hate speech. However, other speech criticising religious views or
practices should be protected rather than criminalised via blasphemy laws, which often
allow for the suppression of minority religious views or inappropriately limit public
discourse on religious matters.15
Disinformation: Laws generally prohibiting the dissemination of “fake news” or the
sharing of false information are too vague to meet the Article 19 test for restrictions on
freedom of expression.16 Instead, States should only prohibit false statements linked to
particular harmful results, such as defamation or fraud, subject to them being made with
malicious intent.
Contempt of court: Contempt of court laws can be legitimate as a means of maintaining
order in a courtroom and the fair administration of justice, but laws which prohibit criticism
of the judiciary, such as so-called “scandalising the judiciary” offences, improperly restrict
public scrutiny of the judiciary.17
Other overly vague offences: The Article 19 test requires restrictions on freedom of
expression to be “provided by law”, meaning that they should be “formulated with
sufficient precision to enable an individual to regulate his or her conduct accordingly and
it must be made accessible to the public.”18 Prohibitions on obscenity, for example, may
be subject to abuse if not clearly defined.

Category 5. Internet and digital rights: Is online speech subject to more burdensome restrictions
than offline speech? Do data retention laws raise privacy concerns? Are
intermediaries responsible for content posted by users?
International law clearly establishes that the “rights that people have offline must also be protected
online.”19 Although the digital era brings some new challenges that require novel regulation, States
should not generally create special content restrictions or impose harsher penalties for Internet
speech.20 Blocking of certain websites or requiring the takedown of specific content should only
apply to clearly illegal content, following a court order or order from another independent
oversight body.
Intermediaries which provide merely technical Internet services, such as Internet service providers,
should not be liable for content posted by others. The question of intermediary liability is more
complex for intermediaries which play a more proactive role in supporting and interacting with
15

Rabat Plan of Action, 11 January 2013, para. 25. Available at:
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Opinion/SeminarRabat/Rabat_draft_outcome.pdf.
16
International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression and
“Fake News”, Disinformation and Propaganda, 3 March 2017. Available at: https://www.lawdemocracy.org/live/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/mandates.decl_.2017.fake-news.pdf.
17
International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2002 Joint Declaration. Available at:
https://www.osce.org/fom/39838?download=true.
18
General Comment No. 34, note 8, para. 25.
19
UN Human Rights Council Resolution 32/13, 18 July 2016, para. 1, available at:
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/RES/32/13; and UN General Assembly Resolution 68/167, 21 January 2014, para. 3,
available at: https://undocs.org/A/RES/68/167.
20
International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2018 Joint Declaration on Media Independence and
Diversity in the Digital Age, para. 3. Available at: https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-ofmedia/379351?download=true.
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user content. However, at a minimum, such intermediaries should not be directly liable for user
content and should not be required to monitor user content proactively. Overreaching takedown
requirements for intermediaries incentivise them to over-police user speech.21
Category 6. Right to information and secrecy laws: Are public authorities required to provide
access to the information they hold? What rules, including secrecy laws, are in place
which limit public access to information and/or penalise civil society for
disseminating it?
The right to seek and receive information held by public authorities (the right to information or
RTI) is a crucial component of freedom of expression. It should be given effect through
comprehensive legislation which enables persons to request information from their governments.
Such legislation should establish a presumption in favour of public access to information, subject
only to a narrow regime of exceptions.22 The strength of legal frameworks for RTI is assessed
based on CLD and Access Info Europe’s RTI Rating (rti-rating.org). This uses 61 indicators to
assess the strength of the legal framework for RTI in seven categories: (1) the extent to which the
law supports a fundamental right to access information; (2) the scope of the law; (3) the procedures
for requesting information; (4) what exceptions justify denying requests for information and the
process for such denials; (5) appeals; (6) sanctions for misconduct and protections for those who
disclose public interest information; and (7) measures to promote the right to information.
This category also assesses what secrecy laws prohibit the disclosure of information and what
penalties are imposed by those laws. Overly broad secrecy laws undermine transparency and
public access to information. Of particular concern are provisions which penalise third parties,
such as civil society or journalists, for sharing or re-sharing information which has been disclosed
to them.23
Category 7. Restrictions on freedom of assembly: Must organisers obtain prior permission
before holding an assembly? Are there other restrictions on or criminal sanctions for
participating in an assembly?
The right to assembly, guaranteed by Article 21 of the ICCPR, protects the right to organise and
participate in non-violent gatherings, subject to restrictions which meet a test which is similar to
the one which applies to freedom of expression and association. States must therefore allow
assemblies and protests to occur without unwarranted interference. They may require advance
notice of an assembly but laws which require organisers to obtain permission for an assembly are
not appropriate.24 In the interests of public order, some limited requirements regarding the time,

21

International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2011 Joint Declaration on Freedom of Expression
and the Internet. Available at: https://www.osce.org/fom/78309?download=true.
22
International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2004 Joint Declaration on Access to Information
and on Secrecy Legislation. Available at: https://www.osce.org/fom/38632?download=true.
23
General Comment No. 34, note 8, para. 30; and 2004 Joint Declaration on Access to Information and on Secrecy
Legislation, note 22.
24
Report of the Special Rapporteur, note 4, para. 28; and Report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom
of peaceful assembly and of association, 7 August 2013, U.N. Doc. A/68/299, para. 24, available at:
https://undocs.org/A/68/299; and African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, Guidelines on Freedom of
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location or manner of assemblies may be legitimate, subject to the Article 21 test, and participants
must be able to assemble “within sight and sound” of their audience and with enough time to
express their views.25
Law enforcement actions should respect and protect the exercise of the fundamental rights of the
participants and the public. Policing should aim to enable an assembly to take place as planned
and minimise the potential for injury to persons or damage to property.26 Force should be used
only when necessary and should be proportionate; lethal force is only permissible “as a last resort
to protect against an imminent threat to life and that it may not be used merely to disperse a
gathering.”27 States should also avoid bringing disproportionate penalties against protestors. Laws
which criminalise mere participation in a protest or impose criminal penalties on protest organisers
for acts committed by other participants are particularly problematic.28
Category 8. National security: Are crimes based on national security concerns, such as terrorism,
defined in such a way as to include peaceful civil society activity? What surveillance
powers do authorities have? What powers do governments have to suspend human
rights obligations during states of emergency?
Where there is a “public emergency which threatens the life of the nation”, States may announce
states of emergency and derogate from certain of their human rights obligations. However,
derogations are allowed only insofar as they are strictly required by the exigencies of the
situation.29 States of emergency are exceptional circumstances; unrest or internal conflict that does
not gravely and imminently threaten the life of the nation, or economic difficulties, are not
sufficient to meet this standard.30 Furthermore, certain rights cannot be derogated from even in
emergencies, such as the right to life and the right to be free from torture or slavery.31
Where a legitimate state of emergency is not in place, any restrictions on national security grounds
must meet the standard tests for restrictions on human rights. States often problematically rely on
national security to justify overbroad criminal restrictions on expression, such as in anti-terrorism
Association and Assembly in Africa, 10 November 2017, para. 71, available at:
https://www.icnl.org/post/tools/guidelines-on-freedom-of-association-and-assembly-in-africa.
25
See, for example, Human Rights Committee, Denis Turchenyak et al. v. Belarus, Communication No. 1948/2010,
10 September 2013, available at: https://juris.ohchr.org/Search/Details/1672; and Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly: Second Edition, 25 October 2010, paras. 99100, available at: https://www.osce.org/odihr/73405.
26
UN Human Rights Council Resolution 38/11, 18 July 2016, para. 10, available at:
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/RES/38/11; and Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions, 6 April 2018, UN Doc. A/HRC/26/36, para. 51, available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/26/36.
27
UN Human Rights Council Resolution 38/11, note 26, para. 11.
28
See, for example, Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Criminalization of Human Rights Defenders,
Chapter 3(B)(2), 31 December 2015. Available at:
http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/reports/pdfs/Criminalization2016.pdf.
29
ICCPR, note 3, Article 4.
30
Siracusa Principles on the Limitation and Derogation Provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, 1 July 1984, Principles 40 and 41. Available at: https://www.icj.org/wpcontent/uploads/1984/07/Siracusa-principles-ICCPR-legal-submission-1985-eng.pdf.
31
ICCPR, note 3, Article 4.
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or treason laws. Such laws should not rely on vague terms like “glorification” of terrorism or
“extremism”. Instead, they should only punish behaviour which specifically intends to promote
violence and is directly linked to an actual increased risk of a violent or terrorist attack.32
Laws should also protect against arbitrary surveillance of civil society actors by the State. Legal
frameworks often fail to provide adequate procedural protections to ensure surveillance is not
conducted arbitrarily. Surveillance regimes should be clearly established in law and be subject to
precise limits on their scope and duration. Monitoring of private communications should be subject
to oversight by an independent body, subject to judicial review and should incorporate adequate
due process protections.33
Category 9. Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk: Are any such
systems in place and, if so, are they sufficiently robust?
Whistleblowers play an essential role in exposing institutional corruption, fraud and human rights
violations. Due to the high personal risk assumed and the public’s interest in the disclosure of this
information, States should enact whistleblower protection laws which prohibit retaliatory actions
taken by the State or private actors. Strong whistleblower protections laws will also establish
accessible channels for reporting wrongdoing, provide whistleblowers with access to remedies and
create enforcement mechanisms which enable follow-up and reform following a disclosure. For
standards on international better practice in this area, see Transparency International’s
International Principles for Whistleblower Protection Legislation.34

Country Analysis
Benin
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
The foundational law governing associations in Benin is a 1901 colonial-era law. It protects the
right of associations to freely form, although registration is necessary to obtain legal personality.
Under the 1901 Law, organisations cannot have an illicit object, be contrary to the law or good

32

International Mandates for Promoting Freedom of Expression, 2008 Joint Declaration on Defamation of
Religions, and Anti-Terrorism and Anti-Extremism Legislation, available at:
https://www.osce.org/fom/99558?download=true; and The Johannesburg Principles on National Security, Freedom
of Expression and Access to Information, 1 October 1995, Principle 6(c), available at:
https://www.article19.org/data/files/pdfs/standards/joburgprinciples.pdf.
33
UN and OAS Special Rapporteurs on freedom of expression, Joint Declaration on Surveillance Programs and their
Impact on Freedom of Exchange, 21 June 2013, paras. 7-10, available at:
http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/expression/showarticle.asp?artID=927&; and Report of the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, 17 April 2013, para. 3, available at:
undocs.org/A/HRC/23/40.
34
5 November 2013. Available at:
https://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/international_principles_for_whistleblower_legislation.
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morals, or aim to interfere with the national territory or republican form of government.35 Since
no further clarification of these terms is given, and no subsequent legislation constrains the grounds
for denying registration, the imprecision of this provision could result in subjective denials of
registration. An update to the 1901 Law is under consideration but it does not appear to have been
adopted at the time of writing.36
A 2001 decree regulates the actual registration process, which involves a number of steps including
declaring the association to the local administrative jurisdiction, obtaining a certificate of deposit,
publishing that certificate in the Official Gazette, obtaining approval from the Ministry of Interior,
obtaining a receipt confirming legal existence and then (usually) also obtaining acknowledgement
from the Ministry corresponding to the association’s activities. Elements of these procedure are
unnecessarily complex, particularly the involvement of multiple entities, and in practice there are
lengthy delays to issuing receipts.37
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
There are no notable restrictions on access to funding for civil society. Non-profit organisations
may qualify for tax exemption and there are no indications that the process of obtaining a tax
exemption is particularly challenging.38
Media regulation
The Constitution establishes the High Authority for Audiovisual Media and Communications
(HAAC) as the media regulatory body, covering both print and broadcasting media.39 The HAAC
is supposed to be an independent body. Of its nine members, the Authority’s President and two
others are appointed by Benin’s President, three others are appointed by the National Assembly
and three others by media professionals.40 In theory, this should provide protection for HAAC’s
independence. In recent years, however, the body is increasingly seen as non-independent. The
fact that HAAC’s President is appointed by the executive appears to facilitate this. For example,
in 2016, HAAC’s President, who had close ties with the then President of Benin, was exerting
outsized influence over HAAC, including reportedly by making some decisions without consulting
other board members.
HAAC is responsible for a broad range of media regulatory activities, including broadcast
licensing, issuing press cards and investigating and sanctioning violations. Sanctions can include

35

Law of the 1 July 1901. Available in French at:
https://benindoingbusiness.bj/media/Loi%20du%201er%20juillet%201901.pdf.
36
Groupe d’Action pour le Progrès et la Paix, Enabling Environment National Assessment of Civil Society
Organisations in Benin, July 2016, pp. 11-12. Available at: https://www.civicus.org/images/EENA_Benin_En.pdf.
37
Decree 2001-234. A copy of this decree could not be located but a detailed description of its provisions is
available at: Groupe d’Action pour le Progrès et la Paix, note 36, pp. 11-12.
38
Groupe d’Action pour le Progrès et la Paix, note 36, p. 58.
39
Constitution, Articles 142 and 143. English translation available at: https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihlnat.nsf/0/cf2ff43e6cfeb09dc125768e0048233f/$FILE/19243233.pdf/Benin%20-%20Constitution.pdf.
40
Law 1993-017, amending Organic Law 92-021, Article 16. Available at: https://sgg.gouv.bj/doc/loi-1993-018/
and https://sgg.gouv.bj/doc/loi-organique-92-021/.
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closing or suspending media outlets.41 In recent years, HAAC has ordered several controversial
media closures, including closing a newspaper in 2018 for insulting the President and closing four
opposition-affiliated broadcasters in 2016. In both cases, it appears that HAAC exceeded its legal
authority, in the first instance because it does not have the authority to close a newspaper based on
that sort of violation and in the second because it did grant the outlets notice and an opportunity to
correct the grounds cited for the closure, as legally required.42
Content restrictions
Article 3 of the law which establishes HAAC allows freedom of expression to be limited to protect
the dignity, freedom or property of others; the pluralist expression of opinion; public order and
national unity; public health and the environment; childhood; cultural identity; public service
needs; national defence needs; and the need to promote the national cultural heritage. This is a
broader set of permissible grounds than under human rights law, and because the terms are not
further defined and HAAC has broad discretion to interpret them, of potential concern.43
The 2015 Code on Information and Communication contains several content restrictions. It
requires journalists not to publish anything that will incite regionalism, ethnocentrism,
discrimination, hate, xenophobia, violence or debauchery.44 The Code also prohibits the
dissemination of personal attacks or unfounded insinuations, insulting or outrageous words, calls
for disruption of public order, statements which are contrary to decency or morals, obscene or
indecent images, false information, and content compromising the general interest or invading
privacy.45
Unlike the previous rules, the Code does not impose prison sentences for reputation-based
offences. However, it does retain steep fines for defamation, with higher minimum fines for
defaming the President. Public contempt of certain public officials is also prohibited. Media outlets
which publish or broadcast defamatory statements may be temporarily suspended.46
Furthermore, a new Penal Code, adopted in 2018, provides for five to ten years imprisonment for
anyone who publicly attacks the symbols, values or representations of the State, religions, ethnic
groups or any community.47
Internet and digital rights
In 2017, Benin passed a comprehensive Code on Digital Law. Chapter IX of the Law addresses
“abusive content and online press offences”, creating a separate regime of content restrictions for
41

Organic Law 92-021, Article 55. Available in French at: https://sgg.gouv.bj/doc/loi-organique-92-021/.
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Available at: https://rsf.org/en/news/popular-opposition-newspaper-closed-insulting-benins-president.
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Law 2015-07, Article 36. Available in French at: https://www.rti-rating.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/Benin.Code-on-Info.Jan2015.pdf.
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Law 2015-07, note 44, Article 13.
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Penal Code, 2018, Article 280. Available in French at:
http://www.legibenin.net/pdfs/le%20nouveau%20code%20penal%202018.pdf.
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online speech. Some of these are much broader than their offline equivalents, such as “incitement
to rebellion”, which is simply defined as direct provocation to rebellion by electronic means,
without any clarifying language or definition of rebellion. Incitement or provocation to acts of
terrorism is defined in a similar manner. Aspects of the offence of online harassment, such as a
limited intent requirement, could facilitate its use against politically controversial speech.
Particularly problematically, disseminating or relaying false information about a person by means
of social networks or other electronic system can result in one to six months imprisonment, which
could cover a range of innocent behaviour.48
Right to information and secrecy laws
The 2015 Information and Communication Code includes a chapter on the right to information.
However, in terms of right to information legislation, this is a weak law, ranking in the bottom ten
of the 128 laws currently assessed on the RTI Rating. The scope of information and public
authorities that the law applies to is limited, aspects of the requesting procedure are unclear or fail
to facilitate the requesting process and there are no measures for promoting the right to
information.49
Benin’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
2
7
12
14
14
3
0
52

Percentage
33%
23%
40%
47%
47%
38%
0%
35%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Freedom of assembly is still governed by an 1881 French law, which requires prior notice of 24
hours before any assembly but does not establish a prior authorisation requirement.50 In practice,
this is mostly respected but there have been notable exceptions where officials have restricted
protests on sensitive political issues on alleged public order grounds, thereby creating a de facto
prior authorisation regime.51
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49
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50
Law of 30 June 1881. The historic French law is available at: https://mjp.univ-perp.fr/france/1881reunion.htm.
Benin’s iteration is described in Groupe d’Action pour le Progrès et la Paix, note 36, p. 44.
51
Groupe d’Action pour le Progrès et la Paix, ibid.
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A provision in the 2018 Penal Code criminalises gatherings which could disturb public
tranquillity.52 This provision has been used to justify the arrest and detention of participants in
peaceful protests.53
National security
There is significant controversy in Benin over a specialised court responsible for terrorism and
corruption cases. Known as CRIET, by its French acronym, it has drawn controversy for
convicting a political opponent of the President. The opponent, lacking a right to appeal
domestically, appealed to the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights, which found that
Benin had violated his due process rights. It also found that some provisions of CRIET’s
foundational law violated his rights to equality before the law, calling into general question the
legal basis for CRIET.54
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
A decree enacted under the anti-corruption law provides some limited whistleblower protection by
preventing retaliation against whistleblowers who collaborate with authorities on corruption
matters. It also specifies that they may receive security assistance from the police or security
forces. However, the Decree does not establish reporting channels and only establishes a limited
range of protection options for a limited class of whistleblowers.55

Burundi
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
NGOs in Burundi are governed by two registration regimes, a declaration scheme and an
accreditation scheme. The declaration regime, which is simpler, involves submitting an application
to the local authority to obtain legal personality.56 NGOs which operate in more than one province
are “collective” NGOs and then international NGOs are also required to apply for accreditation.
This involves submitting a more extensive application, including an action plan for the next three
years, to the competent Minister.57 The Minister must provide a decision on accreditation within
two months. The association may appeal this decision to an administrative court.58
52
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Ibid., Articles 14 and 21.
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The government has far-reaching control over NGOs. National NGOs must receive approval for
their activities from the relevant sectoral ministries before they can carry the out activities. Failure
to do so may result in the dissolution of the organisation. The relevant ministry may also suspend
any association which it determines has departed from its official objects. This suspension does
not require any independent or judicial authorisation.59 In practice, various NGOs have been
banned from operating after the government accused them of “inciting hatred”, “tarnishing the
image of Burundi”, “sowing divisions”, and “causing public disorder”.60
International NGOs are subject to a separate law which has similarly intrusive requirements, such
as mandatory alignment with the government’s development programmes and the implementation
of ethnic hiring quotas. In 2018, the National Security Council suspended the operation of
international NGOs operating in Burundi for three months, citing lack of compliance with this law,
and required all such NGOs to re-register by a process requiring the conclusion of a cooperation
agreement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, a plan to address hiring quotas and other
obligations.61
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
All foreign funding must pass through the government controlled central bank and must be
accompanied by a document outlining the origin and allocation of the funds. Some organisations
believe there is a risk of government misappropriation of these funds.62
Media regulation
Burundi has no independent media regulator. The National Communications Council (CNC) is the
national media regulatory body but, while it ostensibly operates independently, all of the members
of its governing council are appointed directly by the President.63
Journalists are required to register and receive accreditation from the CNC. The CNC has the
power to refuse to accredit or to withdraw journalists’ accreditation, although journalists are given
the right to appeal to a competent court.64 Newspapers are also required to register prior to
publication and are required to notify the CNC if any of the information submitted in their
application changes at any point.65
59

Ibid., Articles 82 and 86.
Civicus, “Burundi: Joint Submission to the UN Universal Periodic Review”, 29 June 2017. Available at:
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Civicus, Burundi Bans International NGOs, 8 October 2018. Available at:
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2013, Articles 1 and 16.
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Law 1/19 of 2018, ibid., Articles 11, 19 and 77.
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Ibid., Article 23.
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The CNC also regulates broadcast media.66 Broadcasting licences may be suspended temporarily
or indefinitely based on a violation of the law or on grounds of public interest. 67 In practice, the
CNC has regularly suspended media that broadcast human rights or anti-government opinions.68
Recently, the BBC was banned for “damaging the country’s reputation” after it broadcast a
documentary on secret torture and detention sites in Burundi.69 In 2016, a radio program was
suspended for a month for airing a song titled “Human Rights for Journalists”.70 In September
2017, the CNC revoked the licences of over a dozen media outlets.71
Partly because of these closures, State-run media outlets dominate the media sector. In July 2019,
the head of the Imbonerakure militia, which has been accused of committing atrocities against
opposition activists during violence in 2015, was appointed to head the State-run radio and
television broadcaster via a presidential decree.72
Content restrictions
Under the Penal Code, various reputation offences are subject to criminal penalties. These include
publicly insulting a person and maliciously imputing a fact likely to undermine the honour of a
person.73 Contempt for a public official is also prohibited, which includes anything that is offensive
or defamatory related to the performance of the official’s duties. Contempt against the Head of
State may result in six months to five years imprisonment.74
Article 376 makes it a crime publicly to commit an unlawful act or to engage in contempt for
established powers, agents of public authority or certain emblems or insignia adopted by public
authorities.75 In addition, Article 602, which make it a crime, publicly to attack the binding force
of law, provoke people to disobey, spread false rumours of a nature to alarm the public or excite
66
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Ibid., Articles 38 and 39.
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them against public authorities, disseminate false news or display in public places things that
“disturb the public peace”.76
In practice, these provisions have allowed for significant censorship by the State, including through
their closure of media houses and arrest of journalists.77 Self-censorship is also pervasive, due to
the prevalence of physical attacks and threats against members of the media by police and the
militia.78
Internet and digital rights
There have been past incidents of widespread blockages of social media platforms, such as Twitter,
WhatsApp and Facebook, but the legal authority for requiring Internet service providers to impose
these blockages is not clear. They may have been ordered informally by the National Security
Services.79
Burundi does not have data protection legislation. Internet service providers are required to allow
regulatory authorities to access user data.80 The public prosecutor has the power to issue written
orders for the interception of electronic communications of a person under investigation and to
instruct service providers to install devices to facilitate interception.81
Right to information and secrecy laws
Burundi currently has no access to information law, and the right to information is not guaranteed
in the Constitution.
Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Freedom of assembly is guaranteed pursuant to Article 32 of the Constitution but is closely
regulated under a 2013 law.82 Spontaneous assemblies are not allowed.83 Organisers are required
to notify authorities of assemblies four days in advance and to provide information about the
organisers, the time and date of the demonstration, its purpose, the expected participants and its
path. The authorities must issue a decision within 48 hours but Article 10 of the Law gives
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authorities broad powers to refuse or ban assemblies on grounds of public order.84 If no response
is provided within 48 hours, the assembly is presumed to have been approved.85 In practice, the
government frequently invokes Article 10 to refuse protest applications from NGOs which focus
on democracy, anti-corruption and the rule of law. Organisers can also be held criminally and
civilly liable for offences committed by protesters during assemblies.86
Police often use force against protestors. In 2014, the government released a directive on the
policing of demonstrations which allowed for lethal force to be used to disperse protests. Since
then, the State has frequently used violence against peaceful protestors, particularly in postelection violence in 2015 when hundreds of protestors were killed and injured.87 A new Police
Law was enacted in 2017 which requires that the use of force be necessary and proportionate to
the circumstances but broader legal reform, such as stronger oversight, is still lacking.88
National security
Burundi’s National Intelligence Service has been implicated in numerous rights abuses, including
arbitrary arrest and detention, torture, summary execution and enforced disappearances. These
abuses are primarily extra-legal activities which are facilitated by a lack of oversight and strong
control by the President.89 The youth wing of the ruling party, known as Imbonerakure, has also
been implicated in these abuses. It has no formal legal authority but a UN Commission of Inquiry
found that it is effectively operating under the control of state agents, including law enforcement.90
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Under the Anti-Corruption Law, people who have given information regarding corruption offences
or who have assisted or collaborated with authorities to investigate these offences are to be
protected.91 However, this protection only applies to whistleblowers who report offences set out
in the Anti-Corruption Law, which does not provide for a general protection scheme for
whistleblowers who provide other types of information.
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In 2016, the Law for the Protection of Witnesses, Victims and Vulnerable Persons was adopted
but the government has failed to establish the required dedicated unit within the Ministry of Justice
to render it operational.92

Congo-Brazzaville
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
The Congolese Constitution guarantees freedom of association93 but NGOs face unclear
registration requirements that undermine this right. The registration process appears to be formally
governed by the former colonial French Law of 1 July 1901 and the accompanying colonial Decree
of 16 August 1901.94 Pursuant to the original 1901 law, associations can be formed informally
without authorisation or a declaration but a declaration is required in order to obtain formal legal
personality.95 In Congo, this declaration must be submitted to the Ministry of the Interior and
Decentralization.96 Confirmation will be published in the Official Gazette, at which point the
association obtains legal personality.97 CLD was unable to confirm further details of the
registration process, and it is possible that a more detailed legal framework has not been put in
place. In practice, associations which are critical of the government often face more stringent
registration requirements.98
In 2016, a new NGO law failed to pass in the Senate.99 The draft law would have created
bureaucratic barriers to registration, including a requirement that each NGO seek approval from
each administration with which it wanted to work. The law would also have allowed registration
to be refused if an association’s purpose was to “undermine institutional stability” and thereby
extend administrative control over associations’ activities.100
Regardless of the legal environment, NGOs are heavily restricted in practice. One source suggests
that CSOs which oppose the ruling party are not permitted to operate. This, combined with the real
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threat of physical reprisals, means that organisations self-censor, dedicating themselves to “modest
reform, at best”.101
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
No foreign funding restrictions were identified.
Media regulation
All types of media outlets are required to register with the High Council for Freedom of
Communication (CSLC, from the French name). Seven of the 11 members of CSLC are appointed
by the President, National Assembly or Senate, two are appointed by the Supreme Court and two
by media professionals. While in theory the involvement of multiple branches of government
should provide for some independence, the President’s party has dominated the legislature for
several years meaning that in practice the CSLC is not sufficiently independent.102
The Council appears to have broad powers to issue and rescind broadcasting licences and to
sanction and suspend media outlets, although since the relevant laws are not available online, CLD
cannot confirm the extent to which these powers are based in actual legal authority. A 2013 source
indicated that key licensing rules had not been enacted and that there was some confusion over
regulatory authority to issue licences.103 In practice, the CSLC appears to sanction and suspend
media outlets regularly on a political basis. On the other hand, although a majority of media outlets
have not completed the mandatory registration process with CSLC, many still operate in practice
without interference.104
Content restrictions
Freedom of expression is guaranteed by Article 25 of the Congolese Constitution,105 and a 2001
law decriminalised various press offences, including defamation.106 Instead, the press law specifies
monetary penalties or suspension of media outlets for defamation.107 CSLC has also variously
suspended media outlets for offences such as inciting division and tribal and ethnic hatred,
101
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endangering peace, cohesion and national unity, manipulating public opinion, printing untrue or
unverified information, inciting violence, disseminating false news or publishing seditious
articles.108
Internet and digital rights
The government has blocked the Internet and other telecommunications or there have been
suspiciously timed outages.109 The legal framework appears to provide insufficient protection
against such interferences. For example, the 2016 block was apparently based on an order from
the Ministry of Interior to the telecommunications regulator, which then ordered the two largest
telecommunications providers to block communications during an election, all with an unclear
legal basis.110 The telecommunications regulator, like the CSLC, does not have strong guarantees
for its independence in the political context of the Congo. Its five-member board is appointed by
the President and the Council of Ministers.111
Right to information and secrecy laws
While the Congolese Constitution guarantees the right to information, no legislation exists to
implement this right.112 Since access to official information is not protected by law, the
government frequently chooses to release information only to the State media rather than to
private, independent media.113
Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Freedom of assembly is guaranteed by Article 27 of the Constitution.114 However, groups wishing
to hold public assemblies must seek authorisation from the Ministry of Interior and
Decentralisation and from local authorities for all demonstrations to be held in public venues.
Public meetings must be declared ahead of time, and the law does not clearly articulate the
circumstances under which authorities can restrict them, leaving overly broad discretion to
authorities. Furthermore, participating in an unauthorised or banned public meeting or protest may
result in fines or a prison sentence.115
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In practice, authorities have denied protests related to human rights and other sensitive matters.
Assembly participants have been detained, charged and/or subjected to violence by government
forces.116 For example, in 2018, security forces arrested 23 members of a youth activist movement
for “association with criminals and participation in an unauthorised demonstration”.117 Other
protestors have been charged with inciting disorder.118
National security
A number of charges have been brought against political opponents or activists under questionable
circumstances which were justified on the basis of national security. These include charges of
undermining the internal security of the State and rebellion. As the current version of the Penal
Code is not available online, it is not clear if these charges are based on overly broad provisions
or if his reflects general problems with the criminal justice system.119
Some legal rules governing communications technology may facilitate surveillance. For example,
network operators and electronic communications operators must store certain data from electronic
communications “for the purposes of defence and security, the fight against paedophilia and
terrorism”. Authorised government agents may have access to this data without any apparent
independent oversight, although there are limitations on the scope of data that may be accessed.120
In practice, the government has reportedly conducted surveillance on the digital communications
of private individuals without legal authority.121 This surveillance has included interception of
emails, texts and other means of communications.122
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Congo does not have a whistleblower protection regime.

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
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Pursuant to Decree-law No 004/2001, non-profit organisations are required to register with the
Minister of Justice. In order to register, domestic organisations are required to notify the minister
in charge of the sector in which they work. Within one year, the Minister of Justice may grant legal
personality, following approval by the relevant ministry.123
There are several barriers to registration. The organisation must provide extensive documentation,
including a list of all staff members, declarations signed by all staff members, articles of
association, certificates of good conduct and morals for all staff members, and a statement
regarding anticipated resources.124 In addition, the organisation will only be registered if it is
“driven by humanitarian concerns” and defines the specific areas of proposed intervention in its
articles of association, which must fall within the national development framework.125 Finally, the
articles of association cannot include any provisions which are against “the law, morality or public
order”.126 These requirements provide public authorities with undue discretion and limit the
activity of NGOs.
NGOs are monitored by the ministry with which they register, and are required to work with those
ministers and to inform the Minister of Planning about their projects.127
NGOs have certain responsibilities, including to “conform to the government’s stance on
development”.128 While there are no legal restrictions on criticising the government or promoting
opposition views, in practice critics of the government are often targeted. For example, in 2015,
the civil society organisation LUCHA was suspended for operating in “total illegality” after it had
protested against government massacres.129
In 2017 and 2018, Parliament was considering an NGO bill that would have introduced new
administrative restrictions on civil society and the ability of organisations to engage in political
activities. It would have banned NGOs which cause political unrest or discredit political
institutions, giving problematically broad powers to authorities to decide which organisations the
deem to fall into these categories.130 The bill does not appear to be moving forward at the moment.
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
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There are no legal restrictions on NGOs receiving funding. Approximately 75% of organisations
obtain foreign funding.131 Registered NGOs are eligible for tax exemptions and relief from import
duties.132
The draft NGO bill that was proposed in 2018 would have imposed restrictions on both domestic
and foreign funding.133
Media regulation
The primary media regulatory body is the Higher Audio-Visual and Communication Council
(CSAC). Its mandate includes guaranteeing freedom of the press and ensuring compliance with
relevant codes of ethics. Media outlets – whether print, radio, television or online – must register
with CSAC, submitting their authorisation documents for a “compliance check”.134 CSAC is also
responsible for monitoring published and broadcast content. If CSAC identifies a violation of
standards, it may decide on its own discretion to suspend the media outlet for up to three months.
CSAC also has the power to suspend or suppress particular programmes, stations and media
outlets.135
The 2011 law which established CSAC provides that it should be an “independent and
autonomous” public institution.136 It comprises fifteen members selected by a mix of government,
professional, industry and other entities, with government entities selecting a minority of the
members.137 The process should, in theory, protect CSAC from political interference but in
practice the Council has struggled to remain independent of the Ministry of Information. When
the Council was first established, there were instances of the President interfering in the
appointments process and the Ministry of Information has directly shut down radio and TV stations
without consulting CSAC.138
Content restrictions
The 1996 Press Law includes an array of press offences, many which represent overbroad content
prohibitions. Some of the more troubling ones include a general prohibition on sharing anything
that is contrary to public order or good morals, or giving offence to the Head of State.139 The law
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establishing the CSAC also provides that freedom of the press is subject to respect for “public
order, good morals, and the rights of others”, and that “depravation of manners” is forbidden.140
The Penal Code also includes several content prohibitions, including criminal penalties for
defamation. Outrages against members of the Political Bureau, National Assembly, government
or Constitution Court are also prohibited, as is insult to the national emblem. It is also an offence
to spread false information that is likely to “alarm, worry or excite the population against the
authorities”.141 This applies even if the accused did not intend to cause unrest. It is also a crime to
attempt to “undermine the integrity of the State”.142
Internet and digital rights
The law grants the government broad powers over telecommunications which enable government
shutdowns, slowdowns and blocking of websites. The government has the power to prohibit the
use of telecommunication installations for national security or “any other reason”. When the
suppression is justified on the basis of “national security”, all ISPs and service operators are
required to apply it.143 This provision has allowed for significant abuse; the DRC has frequently
cut Internet and cell phone services and blocked social media sites to restrict communication
between protestors. Most recently, this occurred in December 2018, when elections were held and
all primary telecommunications were shut down the following day, ostensibly to prevent the spread
of “fictitious results”.144
Privacy rights are guaranteed in the Constitution. However, the Telecommunications Law provides
for privacy to be restricted when this is in the “public interest”. This is not defined further,
providing potentially large scope to limit privacy.145 For further discussion on surveillance powers,
see the national security section, below.
Right to information and secrecy laws
The right to information is guaranteed in article 24 of the DRC’s Constitution but the country does
not have a designated access to information law to implement this. A draft law proposed in 2014
has not yet been passed.146
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The Penal Code imposes a prison sentence of two to ten years for any individual who, without
intent of treason or espionage, divulges and brings to the public attention information that “must
be kept secret in the interests of national defence” or knowledge of which could lead to the
discovery of a defence secret.147 No public interest defence is provided for.
Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Prior authorisation is required for public demonstrations. Organisations must submit a letter
requesting authorisation, describing the nature of the demonstration and the route that will be
taken.148 There does not appear to be exception for spontaneous protests. The government must
provide a response within three to five days,149 which is too long, and the law provides no recourse
for organisers who are denied authorisation.
Organisers of a demonstration are required to ensure the peaceful nature of the demonstration. In
addition, any person who organises a demonstration without authorisation, or despite being refused
authorisation, may be fined and/or imprisoned.150
In practice, demonstrations are often held, but demonstrations focusing on sensitive issues are
frequently forbidden and demonstrations have been refused due to their content being
“provocative” or “subversive” or posing a threat to the ruling party’s power. Despite these limits,
demonstrations are often held but authorities frequently arrest and use excessive and deadly force
against protestors.151
National security
Some provisions of the Press Law and the Penal Code provides for overly broad justifications for
limiting rights on national security grounds. The Press Law provides that during wartime it is
treason to incite forces to serve a foreign power, knowingly participate in a demoralisation of the
population with the goal of harming national defence or directly or indirectly deliver information
which should be secret in the interests of national defence to a foreign power.152 This last provision,
in particular, could cover merely publishing material that authorities believe may harm national
security. War is also not defined for the purposes of this provision and could be read expansively
given internal conflicts in some regions of the DRC over the years.
The Penal Code prohibits distributing foreign propaganda with foreign origin that harms the
national interest. It also prohibits directly or indirectly receiving any donations or other support
from foreign people or organisations which could undermine the integrity or independence of the
147
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DRC or shake the faith of citizens in the institutions of the State.153 These provisions could
conceivably prohibit a variety of publications, support or funds of foreign origin, beyond that
which is supporting crimes such as rebellion or treason.
Surveillance powers are another area of concern. While interception of communications is
prohibited in the absence of prior authorisation from the Attorney General, warrants are available
where the “necessities of information motivated by the need to uncover the ultimate truth in a
judicial affair may allow the Attorney General of the Republic to prescribe interception”.154
“Ultimate truth” is not defined and, consequently, warrants under this rule may be available in a
broad range of situations. Interception can also be authorised in exceptional circumstances to
protect the vague notions of “essential elements of scientific, economic and cultural potential”, as
well as to prevent “criminality and organised hooliganism”.155
Surveillance powers are strengthened by Law 14/2002, which establishes the regulatory body for
telecommunications and grants the power to government to “conduct site visits, conduct
investigations and studies, and collect all necessary data” from telecommunication service
providers.156 A 2015 ministerial order states that telecommunication companies must protect their
subscribers’ privacy, but the language is vague and provides for exceptions for national security.
These rules give the authorities the power to infringe on individuals’ privacy without authorisation
from the Attorney General.157
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
There is no whistleblower protection regime for whistleblowers in the DRC.

Ethiopia
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
Ethiopia recently passed into law new legislation regarding non-profit organisations, which critics
assess as being a significant improvement for civil society in the country. Registration is no longer
mandatory for associations.158 Associations that choose to register officially must register with the
Civil Societies Organisations Agency in a fairly standard application process. An application may
only be rejected for specific enumerated reasons and any denial may be appealed to an oversight
board or the courts. The CSO Agency itself is accountable to the federal Attorney General, with
153
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11 board members drawn from a mix of government, civil society and other actors (such as
representatives of disability and women and youth associations), with the government
representatives in the minority.159
Less positively, the Agency retains fairly expansive powers to investigate an organisation’s
activities and to suspend or dissolve non-profit organisations for grave violations of law, subject
to procedural protections. While the grounds for refusing registration to an organisation are
generally narrow, one exception is if the aim or rules of the organisation are contrary to the law or
public morals, which is left to authorities to interpret.160
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
Positively, Ethiopia’s new law replaces a highly restrictive regime which designated organisations
receiving more than 10% of their funding from foreign sources as foreign agents.161 The law still
has some restrictions on how organisations may manage their internal finances. All non-profits
must get written approval from the CSO Agency in order to open a bank account; it is unclear from
the law what happens if the Agency denies such a request or what the ground for denial might
be.162 Furthermore, non-profits can only use a maximum of 20% of their total income for
administrative costs, which is defined to include a wide range of costs, including but not limited
to: salaries and benefits of administrative employees, office rent, bank service fees and utilities,
among other things. Any non-profit the annual flow of funds of which exceeds Birr 200,000
(approximately 7,000 USD) must undergo an annual audit, the costs of which are considered
“administrative expenses” for the purpose of the 20% cap. The Agency can provide exemptions
from this audit requirement, but there are no details regarding what the exemptions are or what the
process is for obtaining one.163
Media regulation
Ethiopia is currently in the process of reforming some of its media laws. A government working
group is developing a new Mass Media Proclamation which would replace the current 2008 Mass
Media Proclamation and the 2007 Broadcasting Service Proclamation. A draft has been the subject
of an initial round of stakeholder consultations. So far, it appears that these reforms would be a
key step towards formalising in law a freer media environment.164 In the meantime, in practice
2019 saw important openings in the media environment in Ethiopia, with bans on a number of
media outlets being lifted and criminal charges against some outlets dropped.165
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Currently, under the Mass Media Proclamation, all publishers of periodicals, meaning regularly
printed material aimed at the public, must register with the Ministry of Information. The Mass
Media Proclamation allows the Ministry to refuse to issue a certificate of registration and, while
the law requires written notification of the grounds for refusal within 30 days, it provides for no
limits on the grounds for a refusal.166 The Proclamation does not specify whether and how
registration may be withdrawn, presumably leaving this to the discretion of the Ministry. It also
expands the scope of criminal liability for offences committed through the mass media and
associated prosecutorial powers, such as permitting joint criminal or civil liability for a media
outlet and the responsible person. Prosecutors also have the power to impound any print
publication deemed to be a threat to public order or national security although a court order is
needed outside of cases of “extreme emergency”.167
Under the current Broadcasting Service Proclamation, the key broadcasting regulatory agency is
the Ethiopia Broadcasting Authority. Its board members are appointed by the government upon
recommendation of the Minister of Information.168 While ostensibly an autonomous agency, the
Authority is accountable to the Ministry of Information, from which it also gets its budget. The
Authority has the power to regulate broadcasting including issuing, suspending and cancelling
broadcasting licences.169
Content restrictions
The Criminal Code criminalises defamation and calumny, and even a showing of the truthfulness
of the statement is insufficient, by itself, to constitute a defence.170 Insulting behaviour and outrage,
meaning offending someone’s honour, is also a crime. For all three crimes, insulting a public
servant in the discharge of that person’s duty is considered an aggravating circumstance.171 Other
provisions of the Criminal Code prohibit abusing, insulting, defaming or slandering the State, as
well as destroying or insulting an officially recognised national emblem with malicious or
contemptuous intent.172
The Mass Media Proclamation also provides for prosecutions of media outlets or journalists for
defamation or false accusations against legislative, executive or judicial authorities. It permits
prosecutions even where a private party is not injured, effectively allowing prosecutions even in
the absence of a victim. The Mass Media Proclamation also permits courts to impose much steeper
fines than the Criminal Code in cases of defamation through the mass media.173 More positively,
it appears that the government is considering the decriminalisation of defamation as part of its
reform of the Mass Media Proclamation.174
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A controversial law criminalising hate speech and false information is currently under
consideration. The law seeks to respond to a legitimate problem of hate speech, especially
ethnically based hate speech, which does fuel conflicts in Ethiopia.175 However, the most recently
circulated draft reportedly lacks clear definitions of elements of the crime of hate speech. It also
makes it a crime to distribute unverified false information that is likely to provoke conflict, which
could conceivable be used to target legitimate commentary or impose criminal penalties for mere
journalistic errors.176 Given the aggressiveness with which prior laws have been used to target
journalists, some freedom of expression advocates are concerned that the hate speech law will also
be misused in practice.177
Internet and digital rights
Ethiopia enacted a Computer Crime Proclamation in 2016 which includes a number of proper
cybercrimes, such as hacking, but also introduces some crimes which inappropriately restrict
freedom of expression. This includes causing fear by repeatedly sending information about
someone through the computer system, which is overly broad and not sufficiently tailored to target
behaviour such as cyber-stalking or cyber-bullying.178 Another provision prohibits the intentional
dissemination of information which “incites violence, chaos or conflict among people”, which is
again overly vague and has an insufficiently precise intent requirement, since it only requires intent
in relation to the act of disseminating information. Finally, the Proclamation also introduces a
crime of defamation which, when committed through a computer, attracts a steeper penalty than
defamation under the Criminal Code.179
Ethiopia enacted a new telecommunications regulatory regime in 2019 which repeals a number of
prior laws, ends the government monopoly over telecommunications service provision and
introduces a new telecommunications regulatory body.180 In the past, government regulatory
control over the telecommunications infrastructure allowed it to engage in network/Internet
shutdowns relatively easily.181 The reforms will likely somewhat constrain this power but some
concerns remain. For example, earlier drafts of the law (the final law has not yet been published)
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provided for the Board of Directors of the telecommunications regulator to be appointed by the
Prime Minister, which would limit its independence.182
Right to information and secrecy laws
Ethiopia’s access to information law is fairly robust, with a ranking of 23rd out of the 128 countries
currently assessed on the RTI Rating, meaning that it is one of the more progressive such laws on
the continent. However, it is undermined by overly broad exceptions, including the lack of a harm
test for exceptions.183 Furthermore, in practice, little has been done to implement the law, thereby
undermining the public’s access to information.184
Ethiopia’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
Max Points Score
1. Right of Access
6
5
2. Scope
30
25
3. Requesting Procedures
30
19
4. Exceptions and Refusals
30
18
5. Appeals
30
25
6. Sanctions and Protections 8
6
7. Promotional Measures
16
14
Total score
150
112

Percentage
83%
83%
63%
60%
83%
75%
88%
75%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Any organisers of a peaceful demonstration or public political meetings must provide written
notice to authorities 48 hours prior to the event.185 The local municipal or administrative office
must respond within 12 hours, informing the organisers of any issues regarding the time and place
of the planned demonstration or public political meeting. Officials have broad discretion to
determine that the event cannot be held at a certain time or place if they are of the opinion that “in
order to maintain peace and security” an alternate time or location is preferable. However,
authorities are not empowered to refuse a permit outright.186 In practice, over the years, officials
have frequently restricted the time and place of assemblies on artificial pretexts. There have also
been instances where hotels and conference centres cancelled reservations for opposition political
meetings because of concerns about government reprisals.187
Some provisions in the Criminal Code criminalise peaceful protest. The crime of “seditious
demonstrations” includes uttering seditious remarks or displaying seditious images in any public
place or meeting, without defining or explaining what qualifies as seditious. Similarly, “rioting”
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includes merely participating in an unlawful assembly during which violence occurs, even if the
person does not personally engage in violence.188
National security
In the past, the 2009 anti-terrorism law was regularly used as a basis for bringing charges against
journalists, human rights defenders and opposition politicians.189 The definition of terrorist acts
includes causing “serious interference or disruption of any public service” with the intent to
destabilise the fundamental political, constitutional or economic and social institutions of the
country. These are vague concepts which could conceivably cover peaceful protests that disrupt
traffic, for example. The penalty for such an act ranges from 15 years’ imprisonment to the death
penalty.190 The law also punishes with 10-20 years’ imprisonment the act of “encouragement of
terrorism” which includes publishing statements which are “likely to be understood” by some
members of the public as a direct or indirect encouragement to instigate or prepare an act of
terrorism.191 This is again highly subjective. Positively, the government is reportedly reviewing
the anti-terrorism law, although questionable arrests of journalists under the law have been made
even after Ethiopia began introducing reforms in 2018.192
The grounds for declaring a state of emergency under the Constitution are relatively constrained,
requiring an invasion, natural disaster or “breakdown of law and order”, as well as a declaration
by the Council of Ministers which has been approved by the House of Peoples’ Representatives.193
However, there is no requirement that derogations from fundamental human rights during such an
emergency are constrained to what is strictly necessary given the situation. Furthermore, in
practice the government appears to have relied on states of emergency in situations which
questionably rise to the level of a breakdown of law and order, as required by the Constitution.194
While Ethiopia has lifted the most recent state of emergency, in the past states of emergencies
included granting broad powers to limit human rights, including banning all protests, limiting
dissemination of certain publications and permitting detentions without charge.195
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
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Ethiopia has a law designed to protect witnesses of a criminal offence.196 However, the law is very
narrow in scope. Despite including “whistleblowers” in the title of the law, it only applies to
witnesses providing information in relation to certain criminal proceedings. It does not apply
where disclosures do not lead to major investigations or prosecutions and it lacks key protections,
such as from workplace reprisals.197 It also only applies to criminal cases involving a minimum
potential punishment of ten years’ imprisonment.198

Kenya
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
Kenya passed a comparatively progressive NGO law in 2013 called the Public Benefits
Organisations (PBO) Act. However, the government has refused to implement the law despite
court orders requiring it to do so and in practice is still applying the more restrictive NonGovernmental Organizations Coordination Act.199 Under that law, the regulatory body is the NGO
Coordination Board. The Board’s chairman is appointed by the President and its other members
are appointed by cabinet members, limiting its independence, although a minority of members are
supposed to be appointed on the recommendations of a council which represents NGOs.200
Under the NGO Coordination Act, NGOs must register. The Board can refuse an application for
registration on vague grounds, such as not being “in the national interest”, and no explanation is
required for a denial. The Board is not obligated to respond within any fixed time period.201 The
Board may also require that certain terms and conditions are included in an NGO’s certificate of
registration and violating these terms and conditions may be a basis for cancellation of the
certificate of registration.202
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements and special tax requirements
Currently, there are no notable funding restrictions on NGOs in Kenya. The confusion over the
state of the law as between the NGO Coordination Act and the PBO Act creates some ambiguity
as to the relevant tax exemption regime but both regimes allow for some form of tax exemption,
although in practice tax benefits are not always easy to obtain.203 There have also been attempts to
deregister human rights and governance NGOs or freeze their accounts on questionable allegations
of failing to meet financial or anti-money laundering requirements.204
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There have been attempts in Kenya, notably in 2013 and 2017, to introduce restrictions on NGOs’
access to foreign funding, such as a 15% cap on foreign funding. These proposals have been
abandoned due to opposition from civil society and others. However, this may be an area where
continued monitoring is appropriate, given the ongoing rhetoric regarding alleged foreign
influence on NGOs.205
Media regulation
The Media Council of Kenya (MCK) is responsible for handling media complaints and issuing
press cards. The Council has some protections for its independence. Almost all of its members are
nominated by a selection panel made up of various constituent and professional groups such as the
Kenya Union of Journalists, Law Society of Kenya and Media Owners Association. While they
are still ultimately appointed by the Cabinet Secretary, he or she can only reject a nomination if
the person does not meet the qualification requirements. Procedural protections are in place
regarding the removal of Council members.206 The Media Council has a complaints committee
which is selected in the same manner as the Media Council.
In 2013, an appellate body was created to handle appeals from decisions of the Council on media
misconduct. This body, the Communications and Multimedia Appeals Tribunal, does not have
strong protections for its independence. It is under the authority of the Communication Authority
(described below) and while appointments are made by a selection committee along the lines of
the one for the Media Council, the Cabinet Secretary has greater discretion to refuse nominations
and has greater powers to remove members. The Tribunal can also impose significantly heftier
fines than the Complaints Committee.207A court decision reportedly places some constraints on
the appointments process but, generally, concerns remain about the role and independence of this
body.208 The lack of clarity about the relationship between the various bodies is also a challenge;
for example, for example, there have been conflicts between the Council and the Complaints
Committee about budget issues and the extent to which the Committee is independent of the
Council.209
The Communication Authority of Kenya is the main broadcast media regulator. The members of
the Board were formerly nominated by a selection panel comprised of various representative
groups and appointed by the President or the Cabinet Secretary, but a 2018 amendment eliminated
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the role of the selection panel, leaving appointments with the Cabinet Secretary and limiting the
Board’s independence.210 This change was facing a legal challenge at the time of writing.211
Content restrictions
The Kenyan courts have been fairly active in striking down content restrictions which breach free
speech guarantees. For example, they determined that the criminal defamation provision of the
Penal Code was unconstitutional, as well as another provision which made it a crime to undermine
the authority of a public officer.212 Similarly, courts struck down overly broad amendments to the
Information and Communications Act, such as a ban on sharing obscene material. 213 However,
some problematic content restrictions remain. For example, an article of the Penal Code prohibits
“alarming publications”, defined as false statements or rumours likely to cause fear and alarm or
to disturb the public peace.214
Some aspects of the media regulatory environment allow for broad content restrictions. A
provision of the Penal Code empowers the government to prohibit publications to protect public
order, health or morals and, although it introduces some procedural protections, no guidance is
given on how to interpret “public order, health or morals”. 215 Similarly, the 2013 Media Council
Act establishes a statutory Code of Conduct for the media, enforced by the complaint system
described in the previous section. The Code contains a number of aspirational elements, such as
“all sides of the story shall be reported, wherever possible” and that journalists shall “seek to
understand the diversity of their community”, as well as ambiguous phrases, such as that
journalists “shall stick to the issues” and that news shall not be written in a manner which is likely
to “inflame the passions” or “aggravate the tension” between communities.216 Such phrases permit
wide discretion to sanction media outlets.
The question of hate speech is particularly delicate in Kenya due to the role of hate speech in the
post-election violence in 2007, after which Kenya enacted the National Cohesion and Integration
Act, which prohibits hate speech and establishes a National Cohesion and Integration Commission.
The Commission is responsible for addressing hate speech and ethnic divisions through a range of
measures, including through investigating hate speech.217
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The overall legal framework contains several provisions which sanction hate speech. The Penal
Code defines as subversive speech which is “intended or calculated to promote feelings of hatred
or enmity between different races or communities in Kenya”. 218 It also has a more general
prohibition on incitement to violence, which it defines to include making statements which imply
that it is desirable to do an act which is calculated to bring death or physical injury to “any person
or to any class, community or body of persons”, with the burden of proof lying on the person who
makes such a statement.219 The National Cohesion and Integration Act prohibits statements which
are “intended to incite feelings of contempt, hatred, hostility, violence or discrimination against
any person, group or community on the basis of ethnicity or race”.220 The existence of multiple
definitions, some of which are broader than the international standard of speech which incites
discrimination, hostility or violence, creates a risk of selective application of hate speech laws. In
practice, some critics allege that Kenya has failed to prosecute prominent perpetrators of hate
speech while selectively applying the laws to government critics or journalists.221
Internet and digital rights
Generally, Kenyans enjoy unrestricted access to the Internet.222 However, there have been a
number of efforts recently to restrict online speech. The 2018 Computer Misuse and Cybercrimes
Act seeks to impose lengthy prison terms for publication of “false” or “fictitious” information that
results in “panic” or is “likely to discredit the reputation of a person”.223 However, courts have
suspended implementation of the Act pending the outcome of a constitutional challenge.224
Similarly, a controversial bill was introduced in Parliament in 2019 which would require all those
who collect, edit and present news on social media or the Internet to register and would require
Facebook and WhatsApp group administrators to register with the Communications Authority. If
administers or social media users allow prohibited content on their platforms, they may face prison
sentences of up to one year or a fine.225
Right to information and secrecy laws
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Kenya enacted a right to information law in 2016. The law is relatively strong, ranking in 20th
place out of the 128 countries currently assessed on the RTI Rating. It covers a broad scope of
information and establishes an independent oversight body. 226 It also constrains the Official
Secrets Act, which had been relied upon to deny access to government documents, by amending
the latter so that offences under the it are subject to the law relating to access to information.227
Less positively, however, the right to information law does not generally establish that it overrides
other laws, including those providing for the classification of government information, and it has
an overly broad exception to protect national security.228
Kenya’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
Max Points Score
1. Right of Access
6
4
2. Scope
30
29
3. Requesting Procedures
30
19
4. Exceptions and Refusals
30
19
5. Appeals
30
24
6. Sanctions and Protections 8
6
7. Promotional Measures
16
12
Total score
150
113

Percentage
67%
97%
63%
63%
80%
75%
75%
75%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Freedom of assembly is still regulated by the 1950 Public Order Act, which requires prior notice
of at least three days before public meetings or assemblies. The wording of the Act implies, without
directly stating, that authorities should only require that a meeting be held at an alternate time or
location when another meeting is already scheduled for that time and place. However, because
authorities are not required to respond within any fixed period of time, in practice it could be
challenging to appeal any refusal. Furthermore, police officers of sufficient rank are empowered
to stop or prevent any public meeting or procession that does not follow the notice procedures or
where there “is clear, present or imminent danger of a breach of the peace or public order”. Another
major restriction is that proposed assemblies may only be held between 6:00 am and 6:00 pm.229
In practice, authorities have use public security as a justification for prohibiting assemblies,
imposing blanket bans on protests in several major cities in 2017. There have also been issues
regarding the disproportionate use of force by security forces.230 Some other trends suggest a
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worsening environment for freedom of assembly. A July 2019 court decision could allow for
liability to be imposed on organisers for crimes or damages occurring an assembly, as well as other
restrictions on freedom of assembly. A proposed amendment to the Public Order Act would
introduce similar measures.231
National security
In 2014, Kenya passed the Security Laws (Amendment) Act, which amended a host of other laws.
The High Court declared several of these amendments to be unconstitutional, finding that some
provisions inappropriately infringed on freedom of expression. However, several provisions
remain in place, most notably some which provide for expanded surveillance powers. While a
warrant is still necessary before intelligence officers may monitor communications, procedural
safeguards and the requirement to consider proportionality of the surveillance measures are weaker
that under the prior legal regime.232
Some aspects of Kenya’s counterterrorism regime are rights restrictive. The 2012 Prevention of
Terrorism Act defines a terrorist act as, among other things, one which prejudices national security
or public safety and is carried out with the aim of destabilising the “religious, political,
constitutional, economic or social institutions of a country”.233 This could potentially be
interpreted quite broadly. In addition, the Act permits certain rights to be limited for
counterterrorism purposes, including the right to privacy, the right to freedom of expression and
the of media and certain rights of an arrested person.234 While this is subject to the Constitution,
which limits the circumstances under which rights may be restricted, the blanket authorisation to
limit rights in the Prevention of Terrorism Act invites abuse.235 In practice, rights violations such
as extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances and civil society organisations having their
accounts frozen have been linked to counterterrorism efforts.236 Generally, accountability for
abuses by security forces has been a challenge, both in the counterterrorism context and in other
circumstances, such as in responses to election-related protests.237
Whistleblower protection and other protections for threatened activists
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A Whistleblower Protection Bill is currently pending in Parliament.238 In the meantime, however,
only limited protections are in place. The Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act provides for
“protection of informers”, including a prohibition on disciplinary retaliations against those who
assist in an anti-corruption investigation.239 The Bribery Act also provides that whistleblowers,
informants and witnesses in a complaint or case of bribery shall be protected against harassment.
The Act imposes penalties on those who harass or engage in employment retaliation against such
people and establishes that whistleblowers and witnesses are also entitled to protection from the
Witness Protection Agency.240 No comprehensive system of whistleblower protection exists,
however, and protection is lacking for whistleblowers who do not fall within the scope of these
laws.

Liberia
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
NGO registration occurs by filing articles of incorporation with the appropriate governmental
bodies.241 One must first register with the Liberia Business Registry. NGOs must then submit their
articles of incorporation and other information, particularly financial information such as sources
of funding and an annual budget, to the NGO Coordination Unit within the Ministry of Finance
and Development Planning. The NGO Coordination Unit conducts a background check and makes
a recommendation to the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning on whether or not to
accredit the organisation.242
Accreditation must be renewed annually.243 This effectively operates as a financial reporting
requirement, given that budgets and other financial information are submitted as part of the
accreditation renewal process. However, requiring an annual accreditation renewal could create a
backdoor for denying status to NGOs which are controversial or critical of the government. This
concern is compounded by the fact that much of the current accreditation process is governed by
regulations and policy documents, rather than encoded in statutory law.244 In practice, however, it
appears that legal requirements are not strictly enforced and NGOs generally operate freely, with
the primary challenge being delays in processing applications because of under-funding of and
limited staff at the NGO Unit.245
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Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
As noted above, the accreditation process including financial reporting requirements, such as
annual reports and bank statements. Once accredited, NGOs will quality for tax exemption. 246
NGOs must also have an Anti-Money Laundering/Counter Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
programme in place according to a Joint Circular issued in December 2018. An organisation must
provide AML/CFT training for all staff members, submit the training material and the meeting
times to the Financial Intelligence Unit, appoint compliance officers and establish regular internal
and external audits. The Circular also requires quarterly submission of financial records and bank
statements to the NGO Unit, as well as a full list of activities and projects on which funds are
spent.247 While some of the Circular’s requirements are relatively standard financial transparency
measures, some of them are unnecessarily burdensome. For example, it is not clear why quarterly
reports are needed in addition to annual ones and it may not be realistic for smaller NGOs to put
in place the full AML/CFT compliance system. The consequences of failing to meet these
requirements are also not fully clear from the Circular.
Media regulation
The regulatory landscape for the media in Liberia is somewhat patchwork. A bill to establish an
independent broadcast regulator has been pending since 2008.248 In the meantime, the primary
relevant laws are the Telecommunications Act of 2007, which establishes a Telecommunications
Authority to govern technical aspects of broadcasting, and the People’s Redemption Council
Decree No. 46, enacted in 1981 under the post-coup military government, which created and
empowered the current Ministry of Information.249
Technically, Decree No. 46 requires journalists to register and obtain a licence from the Ministry
of Information, who is also empowered to suspend these licences for violations of the Decree or
related regulations.250 However, when the Ministry of Information attempted to enforce this
provision in 2014, there was significant backlash from the media community, particularly the
media professional body, the Press Union of Liberia (PUL).251 The Ministry of Information and
the PUL subsequently signed a Memorandum agreeing that the PUL would register individual
journalists and share the records of registered journalists with the Ministry.252 To obtain PUL
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membership, an individual must hold a degree in journalism or mass communication and have two
years of experience.253
Under the Memorandum, the Ministry of Information continues to be responsible for registering
all media outlets, for which they must submit a business registration certificate, the address for an
office space and the names of at least two editors who are accredited with the PUL.254 While the
more independent Telecommunications Authority is responsible for spectrum allocation, the
Ministry of Information appears to enjoy continued discretion over licensing as a result of Decree
No. 46 and the lack of a clear legal framework. For example, the Ministry suspended all media
licences issued between January and June of 2018, ostensibly to allow for a review of technical
irregularities in the licensing process. This was widely seen as a deliberate attempt to target certain
critical media outlets that had been registered during this time.255
Content restrictions
Positively, in February 2019, Liberia passed a law amending the Penal Code to remove three
provisions which had been used to restrict press freedom in the past, namely the crimes of criminal
libel against the President, sedition and criminal malevolence (meaning accusing an official of a
crime with the intent of injuring that person’s reputation).256
While there are no criminal penalties for defamation, there have been instances of abusive uses of
civil defamation lawsuits, including against journalists reporting on bribery and corruption. The
lack of a cap on damages in civil defamation lawsuits has resulted in judges awarding
disproportionately high damages to plaintiffs who have brought defamation claims against the
press.257 There has also been some rhetoric from the President, despite his signing of the law
decriminalising libel against the President, indicating that his government would bring lawsuits
against those who insult the President or are “constantly inciting the people.”258
Internet and digital rights
Generally, there are no notable legal restrictions specific to online speech and the government does
not typically interfere with access to the Internet.259 A notable exception to this occurred in June
2019, when government officials ordered ISPs to restrict access to certain social media platforms
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ahead of planned anti-corruption protests.260 The legal basis for this was not entirely clear but may
suggest broader problems with the scope of authority of the Ministry of Information, described in
the section on media regulation, given that the Minister of Information was citing publicly security
concerns as justification for the blockings.261
Right to information and secrecy laws
Liberia’s right to information law is very strong, ranking ninth out of the 128 countries currently
assessed on the RTI Rating.262 However, implementation has remained a challenge since the law
was enacted in 2010, due to factors such as information officers not having been appointed, abusive
use of exceptions and a general lack of awareness about the right in Liberia.263
Liberia’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
5
30
19
27
20
7
16
124

Percentage
83%
100%
63%
90%
67%
86%
100%
83%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
The Liberia National Police Act outlines the notification process for holding public meetings or
demonstrations. The local Crown Attorney must be notified at least seven days in advance of a
planned public gathering. If the Attorney General or the local police believe the event may lead to
violence or is likely to endanger public order, a request can be filed to the Minister of Justice to
cancel or reschedule the event.264 In practice, there are very few barriers to receiving a permit from
the Minister of Justice and gatherings and protests are unrestricted by the police force. 265 There
have been some instances of disproportionate use of force by police, of harassment and
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intimidation of people involved in land rights protests and of aggressive rhetoric towards protestors
by public figures.266
National security
There have been some questionable applications of the crime of “terroristic threats”, such as the
arrest of a radio talk show host who challenged the President’s son to a fight.267 The Penal Code
defines a “terroristic threat” as a threat to commit a crime of violence with intent to terrorise
another or to cause serious public inconvenience, or with reckless disregard for the risk of causing
such terror or inconvenience.268 This is a reasonably restrained definition, but the possibility of the
lower standard of “reckless disregard” with the somewhat ambiguous phrase “serious public
inconvenience” may open the door for abuse of this provision.
In 2014, the government closed a newspaper allegedly on national security grounds and because
of the state of emergency that had been imposed by the Ebola crisis. However, the Liberian
Supreme Court found that this was not proper because the newspaper was closed without a court
order and after the state of emergency had ended.269 Liberia has not imposed another state of
emergency since the Ebola state of emergency was lifted in 2014.270
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
There is no official whistleblower protection legislation in Liberia and a proposed whistleblower
protection law remains stalled in the legislature.271 In the meantime, a series of Executive Orders
have occasionally offered some protection for whistleblowers, most recently in 2014. Since
Executive Orders expire in one year unless ratified by the legislature, it appears that no such
protection is currently in force.272
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Madagascar
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
“Associations” and “NGOs” are treated separately under Malagasy law. NGOs are subject to a
more complex registration process and have additional reporting requirements, but also have
access to additional tax benefits.273
Associations only need to issue a declaration to obtain legal personality. This involves submitting
a request, after which they are issued with a receipt, and then the declaration must be published in
the Official Gazette within two months of the request.274
NGOs must also be declared in a similar manner as associations. However, NGOs must also submit
an application for authorisation. The request is transferred to the relevant regional bipartite
committee, which is made up of government and NGO representatives. The committee must
review the request and provide a decision on authorisation within one month.275 If granted, the
order of authorisation is published in the Official Gazette and listed in the department’s register.276
NGOs are then required, on an annual basis, to submit a report of their activities and a detailed
operation plan for the following year to the bipartite council or regional committee, to the
government representative in the applicable department or region, and to the ministry in charge of
NGOs.277
Associations may be dissolved by an order of the Ministry of the Interior if their activities
constitute a threat to public order or security, good morals or national unity.278 For NGOs,
authorisation may be withdrawn by an order of the head of the relevant department after a decision
of the bipartite committee if there are serious irregularities in the management of the organisation’s
projects or programs, when the organisation’s activities do not correspond with its stated objectives
or when the organisation’s activities jeopardise public order, security or national unity.279
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
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As previously noted, NGOs enjoy tax benefits. They are not subjected to professional taxes and
the corporate income tax for their non-profit activities and equipment may be partially or
completely exempt from customs and excise taxes.280
Generally, associations and NGOs are not subject to notable funding restrictions. NGOs are
required to submit annual financial reports to the bipartite committee, to the government
representative in the applicable department or region, and to the ministry in charge of NGOs.281
Media regulation
Currently, the media landscape is governed by the 2016 Media Communications Code. The 2016
Code is controversial and the government is reportedly already discussing legislation to replace or
revise the Code.282
Under the Media Communications Code, the Order of Journalists of Madagascar (OJM) is
responsible for issuing professional identity cards to journalists and acting as the “guardian of the
rules of ethics and deontology of the profession of journalism”. The OJM has the authority to issue
warnings and temporarily suspend or cancel the registration of any journalist who commits an
enumerated content offence or violates specified duties and obligations.283 While the OJM is
supposed to be a self-regulatory body, it is under the supervision of the State, raising some
questions about its ability to act independently.284
The Media Communications Code also requires publications and press agencies to register with
the National Authority for Regulation of Media Communication (ANRCM).285 ANRCM is
established as an “independent administrative authority” the responsibilities of which include
regulating the exercise of communication activities, determining and enforcing standards,
arbitrating disputes, and “guaranteeing the pluralistic character of the expression of thought and
opinion”.286 In accordance with the law, it consists of eleven members: five from different
government ministries, one from the public media sector, three from private press outlets, one from
the OJM and one magistrate from the Superior Court. The appointment of these people, as well as
the organisation of ANRCM generally, is to be fixed via decree, leaving the ANRCM highly
vulnerable to politicisation.287
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However, as of November 2018, the ANRCM existed only on paper and it is not clear whether it
has been established since then.288 In the absence of the ANRCM, the previous regulatory
structures remain in place.289 Pursuant to the previous law, Law No. 92-039, licensing of
audiovisual broadcast organisations was the responsibility of the High Audiovisual Council.290
However, this Council never became operational, and was instead represented by a “provisional
authority”, the Special Commission for Audiovisual Communications (CSCA).291 Pursuant to Law
No. 96-034 of 27 January 1997, the telecommunications sector is also regulated by the Malagasy
Office for Telecommunications Studies and Regulation (OMERT).292 Under this structure,
licences were granted by CSCA in coordination with OMERT while the allocation of frequencies
lacked a transparent regulatory system. The CSCA also lacked independence, as it fell under the
Ministry of Communications, its members were officials of the Ministry and other ministries, and
it was financially dependent on ministries. Unsurprisingly, these factors meant that the CSCA
acted in a political manner. As a “provisional” body, the CSCA was also subject to fewer checks
and balances, such as not being required to prepare annual reports (as the High Audiovisual
Council would have been).293
Media concentration is a significant issue in Madagascar. The Media Communications Code,
unlike the earlier 1992 law, does not contain anti-concentration provisions and even the 1992 law’s
prohibition on a single person holding more than 25% of voting rights in a media company was
reportedly not enforced.294
Content restrictions
The 2016 Media Communications Code establishes a number of media infractions. Some of these
are insufficiently well defined and impose steep fines if violated, in many cases higher than the
average journalist’s annual salary.295 Although, positively, the law does not impose prison terms
for press violations, it does allow press offences to be prosecuted under the Penal Code.296
Article 20 of the Code prohibits infringing on a person’s privacy, including that of public figures
in their public functions. This may include merely transmitting or publishing words spoken by
someone else without consent. A public interest defence is only available when the disclosed
288
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information constitutes a threat to public health or public morality.297 Article 30 prohibits the
publication, dissemination or production by any means of false news, altered facts, or facts which
have misled the public, disturbed the public peace or are likely to disturb the public peace.298
Article 23 of the same law prohibits the publication or allegation of incorrect facts that infringe on
the honour of a person or the presumption of innocence, or which constitute defamation which
results in a personal, direct harm to the person or institution. Prosecution can be commenced by
the public prosecutor and not only at the request of a victim if the defamation has resulted in
discrimination, hatred or violence against the person.299 The provision stipulates a much higher
maximum fine for defamation against State officials, State institutions, State incorporated bodies,
courts, tribunals or the armed forces.300 Similarly, Article 24 of the Law prohibits insult, defined
as any offensive expression, term of contempt, or invective that does not contain factual
imputations. As with defamation, an action can be commenced independently by the public
prosecutor, without a request by the victim, if the offence has resulted in discrimination, hatred or
violence.301
The Penal Code, in comparison, does not include many problematical content prohibitions.
However, the provisions on contempt for magistrates and other specified public figures are overly
vague, as is a provision which penalises discrediting an act or decision of a court in a matter which
is likely to undermine its authority or independence.302
Internet and digital rights
The 2014 Cybercrime Law introduces penalties for certain online content. This includes a
prohibition on defamation of constitutional bodies, the Courts, the armed forces, government
members or public officials, as well as insult generally if it occurs digitally.303 Although a 2016
amendment removed imprisonment as a penalty for defamation and insult, it still permits fines.304
Another provision of the Cybercrime Law penalises with up to five years’ imprisonment and a fine
the transmission of messages of a racist or xenophobic nature or those which seriously violate
human dignity. Without further definition of these terms, or a more precise intent requirement, this
provision could chill legitimate debate about the problem of racism or prohibit other legitimate
speech.305
Right to information and secrecy laws
Madagascar does not have a right to information law.
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Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Official authorisation from local municipalities and police prefectures is required for public
demonstrations. In practice, authorisation has been denied to protestors affiliated with opposition
groups and obtaining permits for protests from the police prefecture in the capital is particularly
difficult.306 In addition, the government has occasionally enacted blanket bans on demonstrations
ostensibly for security or public order reasons. For example, in April 2018 the government
announced a permanent ban on political protests.307
National security
The involvement of the military in civilian policing, as well as the lack of an effective oversight
mechanism for security forces, is an ongoing challenge given reports of abuses by security forces,
such as extrajudicial executions. Although these abuses have primarily occurred in response to
crimes such as cattle raiding, some have also occurred in the context of civic space, specifically in
terms of responding to protests.308
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Madagascar lacks a comprehensive whistleblower protection law. However, the Anti-Corruption
law provides some limited protection for the identity of whistleblowers, prohibits reprisals against
whistleblowers and establishes a complaints system for whistleblowers who suffer reprisals.309

Malawi
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
An organisation can register as a legal person with the Registrar General. However, to be
recognised as an NGO, it must also register with both the NGO Board, a government entity, and
the Council for Non-Governmental Organisations in Malawi (CONGOMA), an autonomous body
established by statute.310 To register with CONGOMA, an organisation must submit an application
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which includes a copy of their constitution, a letter of approval from the government and a
certificate of agreement with the government.311 To register with the NGO Board, an organisation
must submit an application which, among other things, includes a plan of their activities, a
registration fee, a statement confirming that the group will not engage in partisan politics and a
memorandum of understanding with the ministry responsible for the activities the group proposes
to undertake.312
Other features of NGO regulation can be burdensome. For example, annual fees must be paid to
both bodies, which are not set by law but rather by the bodies themselves.313 In 2018, the
government increased annual NGO fees from around 68 USD to 340 USD. A court injunction
halted these new fees but the NGO Board has reportedly refused to abide by the order and has
continued to collect the higher fees.314 The NGO Board is empowered to order the Registrar to
cancel or suspend registration if an organisation ceases to function for the purposes for which it
was constituted, fails or refuses to comply with the provisions of the NGO Act or engages in
partisan politics.315
A controversial proposed amendment to the NGO Act is pending. Currently, a court injunction
prevents parliament from debating the Bill pending judicial review of the proposed amendments.316
The amendments would impose harsher penalties for violating the legislation and place more
burdensome restrictions on organisations. For examples they would increase the fines for noncompliance from USD 70 USD to 20,000.317 They would also remove CONGOMA’s role in NGO
regulation and delegate those functions to the NGO Board.318 The NGO Board would be appointed
by the government, so the amendments would seriously undermine the authority of CONGOMA
and essentially shift its functions to a strengthened and non-independent body.319
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
Any registered NGO may engage in public interest activities and fundraising without restriction,
as long as they submit an annual report of all sources and uses of funds.320
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Under the Malawi Revenue Authority Act, the Minister of Finance may issue a tax waiver on
goods and services for organisations.321 However, such exemptions are difficult to obtain, partly
because of a perception that NGOs are anti-government.322 Organisations are required to remit all
taxes on applicable activities, which can create a financial burden if they have to pay the money
upfront and wait for reimbursement.323
The proposed amendments to the NGO Act would require all organisations to adhere to the
Financial Crimes Act and its associated funding disclosure requirements.324 That Act requires the
reporting of any large transactions and all domestic and international electronic fund transfers.325
The NGO Board would reserve the power to verify any information submitted and take any
measures it deems necessary in case of failure to comply with the financial disclosure
requirements.326
Media regulation
Print media is still governed by the colonial era Printed Publications Act, which requires all print
media to register with and deposit copies of publications with the National Archives. 327 The Act
is not clear as to whether the registration may be refused, and although it establishes fines for noncompliance, it is also not clear as to whether a failure to register or meet deposit requirements may
result in a publication being banned or suspended. In practice, however, there have been instances
of the government relying on the Printed Publications Act to justify banning newspapers, although
such instances date from several years ago.328
The authority which is responsible for regulating telecommunications is the Malawi
Communications Regulatory Authority (MACRA). In 2016, a new Communications Act was
adopted which changed the appointment process for members of MACRA’s board, in an attempt
to better preserve MACRA’s independence. Now, instead of the President directly appointing
board members, a majority of the members appointed by the President are subject to confirmation
by the Public Appointments Committee of Parliament.329 It remains to be seen if this will result in
a more independent Authority in the longer term; in the past, the Authority had refused to grant
telecommunication licences to media outlets owned by political opposition groups.330
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In practice, recent controversies over government interference in media operations have centred
on MACRA’s decision in June 2019 to suspend call-in radio programmes, on the grounds that such
programmes could trigger additional post-election violence, and a decision in 2018 to close a
media group which were critical of the government on allegations of tax irregularities.331
Content restrictions
The Penal Code contains several content restrictions which are not sufficiently clear to prevent
abuse. Making statements with seditious intention, defined as an intention to bring a person into
hatred or to excite disaffection against the President or government, is subject to a fine and
imprisonment of up to five years.332 Publishing false statements likely to cause alarm to the public
is a crime unless it can be shown that steps were taken to verify the accuracy of the statements.333
A prohibition on obscene content or content which tends to corrupt morals does not further define
what kind of material would be covered. Another provision provides for six months imprisonment
for using insulting language. Finally, defamation, defined as any statement likely to injure the
reputation of another by exposing the individual to contempt or ridicule, is criminal.334
The Protected Flag, Emblems and Names Act prohibits insulting, ridiculing or showing disrespect
to the president or specified national symbols, such as the national flag. breach may result in
imprisonment for two years.335
Internet and digital rights
The 2016 Electronic Transactions and Cybersecurity Act introduces a number of cybercrimes,
including a prohibition on “offensive communications”, which are defined as wilful and repeated
attempts to disturb the peace, quietness or privacy of another person with no legitimate
communication purpose.336 This relies on highly subjective concepts and is open to misuse. In
addition, the law contains a general provision stating that online communication may be restricted
in order, among other things, to promote human dignity and pluralistic expression and protect
public order or national security.337 The Act also permits restrictions of online communications in
order to “facilitate technical restriction to conditional access to online communication”, which is
very unclear but may provide a basis for Internet blocks or shutdowns.338 In practice, rather than
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relying on the 2016 law, authorities have informally directed online newspapers or others to
remove content which is critical of the government.339
Right to information and secrecy laws
Malawi’s Access to Information Act is reasonably strong, ranked 33 out of 128 countries assessed
by the RTI Rating.340 Although adopted in 2017, it has yet to be effectively implemented in
practice, partially due to a lack of funding for the designated implementation body and a failure to
set up the structural framework needed to operationalise the Act.341 While the Act is generally
strong, applying to a wide scope of information and public authorities, and empowering an
independent oversight body, a key weakness is that the oversight body does not have the authority
to issue binding decisions. In addition, the Act does not override other laws.342 This is particularly
problematical as regards the Official Secrets Act, which establishes penalties for sharing
information which might be harmful to an enemy, sharing secret information or even knowingly
receiving secret information unless the recipient shows he or she did not desire to receive the
information.343
Malawi’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
3
27
15
18
21
6
14
104

Percentage
50%
90%
50%
60%
70%
75%
88%
69%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Under the Police Act, an assembly is defined as a gathering of fifteen people in a public place that
is held publicly to discuss, attack, criticise or promote the actions or failures of the government,
government officials or a political party. Any organisation which wishes to hold such an assembly
must appoint a convener to be responsible for the notification process.344 Notice must be given to
the District Commissioner at least 48 hours in advance and contain the name of the organisation
and the purpose of the meeting, the time and duration, the place, the number of participants and a
339
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copy of any petition or documentation intended to be handed out during the gathering.345 The
District Commissioner then has the authority to prohibit the assembly or to impose conditions on
it.346
The Penal Code provides for a number of offences relating to public gatherings and assemblies. It
is an offence for three or more people to gather with the intent to commit an offence or to “carry
out a common purpose” likely to cause fear there will be a breach of the public peace. Once a
breach of the peace has begun, the gathering is considered a riot even if a crime has not occurred.
Taking part in an unlawful assembly is punishable by imprisonment or up to one year and being a
party to a riot is punishable by up to five years.347
National security
The Preservation of Public Security Act gives the government fairly expansive powers to place
restrictions on certain fundamental rights via a notice published in the official gazette where the
government believes doing so is necessary to preserve public security. Public security is defined
by reference to a number of fairly generic concepts, such as suppression of disorder and crime,
maintenance of the administration of justice, prevention of disobedience to the law and
maintenance of supplies and services necessary to the life of the community.348 In such instances,
the government may prohibit the dissemination of certain publications, restrict or prohibit
assemblies and impose other restrictions including any measures which appear “to be strictly
required by the exigencies of the situation”.349
Government surveillance is a potential concern. MACRA implemented an ICT regulatory system
known as CIRMS in 2017. The Supreme Court of Appeal, in a 2014 ruling, noted that the system
was a potential threat to freedom of expression and privacy, but allowed MACRA to proceed with
its implementation provided it did not use it to monitor and intercept private communications.350
In practice, while MACRA states that the system is designed to monitor and improve the quality
of mobile phone services, CIRMS remains controversial and it is widely believed that it allows
MACRA to obtain data on phone calls and text messages without judicial oversight.351
The Police Act was amended in 2010 to grant authorities the power to conduct searches without a
court warrant. These discretionary powers have been used to harass founders of NGOs and
activists.352 Furthermore, the Penal Code allows the search of any building without a warrant if
there is reason to believe it houses an unlawful society or any of their documentation.353
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Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Malawi does not have comprehensive whistleblower protection legislation but some partial
protections are in place. The Corrupt Practices Act protects the confidentiality of informers who
make a complaint about alleged or suspected corrupt practices and establishes sanctions for those
who punish or victimise such whistleblowers.354 The Access to Information Act also protects
whistleblowers against retaliation for certain disclosures made in the public interest.355

Mozambique
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
To obtain legal personality, an association must register under the 1991 Law on Associations.
Aspects of the process, such as providing identity documents and criminal records for the
minimum ten founding members, have been criticised as being overly burdensome given that these
documents are in practice challenging to obtain.356 Generally, however, the registration process is
not very complex. A more serious concern is the discretion afforded to authorities to deny
registration; authorities need only give a reasoned decision for refusing to register an organisation
and the law does not provide a closed list of grounds for this.357 A Constitutional Court decision
in 2017 partially constrained authorities’ discretion to refuse registration, however, finding that a
provision in the 1991 Law which banned organisations which violate the moral, social or economic
order was an unconstitutional restriction on freedom of association.358
Generally, NGOs are not obligated to submit regular reports or undergo government audits. A
judicial order is also required to deregister an association.359 In practice, at the provincial level,
some governments have required the submission of activity reports and, while civil society is
generally free to operate, some NGOs report having experienced surveillance during tense periods.
In this respect, the 1991 Law may be overly ambiguous, enabling ad hoc approaches to NGO
regulation by local officials.360 Organisations working on natural resource and environmental
issues, in particular, have experienced harassment.361
Funding restrictions, financial report requirements and special tax requirements
354
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There are no notable funding restrictions or financial reporting requirements.
Media regulation
All print and other media outlets must register under the 1991 Press Law and obtain a certificate
from the Government Press Office (GABINFO). An application can only be rejected if the legal
requirements are not met. The application must be renewed every two years but the renewal is
supposed to be automatic and can only be revoked via judicial decision.362 Registration may be
suspended by GABINFO but the process must be submitted to the Public Prosecutor for judicial
action, which may then result in the licence being cancelled.363
The Constitution and the Press Law establish the Supreme Mass Media Council (CSCS, by its
Portuguese acronym) as the body responsible for guaranteeing freedom of the press, independence
of the media, the exercise of broadcasting rights and the right of reply.364 While the Council is a
government body, some mechanisms are in place to protect its independence. While a majority of
the Council’s members are appointed by the government, this is split between the President and
the legislature, and there are protections against arbitrary removal of Council members.365
However, except for a responsibility to handle ethical complaints, the CSCS’s powers are not welldefined and, in practice, it does not have a strong regulatory function as compared to GABINFO
and other government bodies.366
Mozambique does not have a broadcasting law. The process of allocating frequencies is instead
governed by an array of decrees. Since there is no independent broadcasting authority, the process
is essentially controlled by the government.367
A key recent controversy is over a decree creating significantly increased hurdles for journalist
accreditation and media licensing.368 The new fees, which would range from approximately USD
493 for a national freelance journalist to USD 49,050 for a new national television station, would
be the highest on the African continent. After backlash, imposition of the new fees is reportedly
on hold, although it appears that GABINFO still intends to collect them eventually.369
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Content restrictions
Defamation and insult are still criminal and may be punished by up to one year’s imprisonment.
Notably, this covers public authorities or bodies such as the legislature, and not just individuals.
Outrage to public morals is also punishable by up to three months’ imprisonment when committed
by public words and up to six months when published.370 The Penal Code also prohibits
defamation, slander and insult of the Head of State and several other enumerated public officials,
which may result in up to two years’ imprisonment. Outrage to national symbols is also criminal.371
The Press Law also contains some content restrictions, most notably a prohibition on defaming,
threatening or insulting the President, members of government, magistrates and other public
officials.372
Internet and digital rights
Mozambique has not enacted notable restrictions on freedom of expression that are specific to
online speech, and it has a good record of not blocking the Internet, despite a trend by some
neighbouring countries to block the Internet during elections or periods of turbulence.373 There are
some reports of authorities monitoring online content for critical speech and intelligence agents
infiltrating social media groups and monitoring the emails of civil society members.374
An exception to this is the provision of the Penal Code under the computer crimes part, which is
described in the next section, as well as a prohibition on public incitement to a crime using
electronic media, which could be more precise in articulating what exactly constitutes incitement
to a crime.375
Right to information and secrecy laws
Mozambique enacted a right to information law in 2014 but it is a weak law, ranking 114 out of
the 128 laws assessed on the RTI Rating. Reasons for the low score include the lack of an
independent appeals body, the lack of a “public interest override”, which would require disclosure
when public interest concerns outweigh the reasons for keeping information confidential, the fact
that the law does not override other competing laws and the fact that the law includes few measures
to promote the right to information.376
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Mozambique’s Penal Code includes prohibitions on sharing State secrets and violating the secrecy
of the State. In a controversial case, a journalist who interviewed people fleeing internal violence
was detained by the military, allegedly for violating Article 322 of the Penal Code, which prohibits
making information available to unauthorised people which should be kept secret in the interests
of national security.377
Mozambique’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
6
17
16
9
5
3
4
60

Percentage
100%
57%
53%
30%
17%
38%
25%
40%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
The law protects the right to engage in peaceful assembly without obtaining prior authorisation.
Prior notice four days before the event is required, however. This apples to any meeting or
demonstration in a public place, although meetings in closed areas or relating to the internal
structures of an organisation are excepted.378 In practice, however, this notification requirement
has effectively functioned as an authorisation requirement, with some examples of demonstrations
being “de-authorised” by local authorities. In at least one instance, an organisation was fined for
holding an unauthorised protest despite having provided notification where it decided to hold the
protest despite the opposition of the Provincial Governor.379
National security
A new terrorism law was passed in 2018. Although no version is available online, it reportedly
contains a more expansive definition of terrorist acts, including incitement to terrorism, which is
a common problem area with anti-terrorism laws and freedom of expression.380 Furthermore, in
practice, there have been recent instances of the State imposing overly sweeping rights restrictions
in response to internal security threats. This includes security forces barring media from visiting a
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region experiencing an Islamist insurgency, and arresting and intimidating journalists reporting on
the fighting.381
The 1991 Law on Crimes Against State Security treats defamation or insult of the President and
other public figures as an offence against national security. The law also imposes penalties for
instigating or conspiring to commit the crimes it describes.382 Other aspects of this law could
potentially restrict civil society, such as the offence of attempting to alter the Constitution or
change the government unlawfully, which could potentially cover peaceful advocacy.383 In
practice, however, the primary problematic provision appears to be the defamation provision,
which has been used to bring charges against civil society members.384
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
In 2012, as part of a broader package of anti-corruption laws, Mozambique passed a law
establishing a range of protections for witnesses, victims and whistleblowers, including hiding
their identity or, if needed, more dramatic measures such as relocation.385

Niger
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
Prior to commencing operations, Nigerien non-profit organisations must be declared and then
authorised in the relevant jurisdiction. To “declare” an association, one must submit
documentation including information about the directors, copies of the statutes and minutes from
the General Assembly. One copy of the application is sent to the Ministry of the Interior, one to
the Prosecutor of the Public and one to the archives of the specific regional authority.386 The
Minister of the Interior then decides whether to grant or refuse authorisation. Since the law does
not indicate the grounds that would justify a refusal, this is presumably left up to the Minister’s
discretion. Within 30 days of receipt of authorisation, an association is required to publish a
statement of foundation in the official gazette.387 Anyone who participates in the creation or
administration of a non-declared and/or non-authorised association can be punished by
imprisonment and/or a fine.
381
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The Ministry of the Interior may dissolve associations for violating the law or for engaging in
activities which are not authorised in their statutes or which are contrary to public order.388 NGOs
which have not undertaken development activities as specified in their statutes within two years of
authorisation may similarly be dissolved.389
NGOs do not appear to face legal barriers to engaging in advocacy. In 2017, the Minister of
Community Development announced plans for the creation of a new regulatory system which
would impose additional supervision on NGOs but to date, this system does not appear to have
been implemented. 390 However, civil society representatives have faced arrest and detention in
some situations. For example, a coordinator for the civil society organisation ROTAB, along with
10 other activists, was arrested after calling for government transparency.391
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
NGOs are required to sign a memorandum of understanding with the Minister of Finance outlining
their fiscal and administrative plans.392
NGOs are exempt from customs, indirect taxes and charges (including VAT) and duties on certain
items related to their activities.393
Media regulation
The High Communications Council (CSC, according to its French acronym) is meant to be an
independent administrative agency falling under the Ministry of Communication, which is
responsible for media regulation. It comprises 15 members, three appointed by State actors/organs
and twelve elected by media and human rights organisations.394 The CSC has the authority to rule
on complaints related to professional journalists’ ethics. It can impose sanctions on private media
organisations for breaches, including written warnings and temporary or permanent withdrawal of
press cards.395 However, when dealing with public media organisations, it can only request the
Minister of Communications to initiate disciplinary proceedings. Decisions of the CSC are
administrative in nature and are subject to appeal before the courts.396
A 2018 law establishes the Regulatory Authority of Electronic Communications and Post
(ARCEP, according to its French acronym) as the telecommunications regulator. ARCEP is
388
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responsible for ensuring compliance with laws related to electronic communication activities.397
Its deliberative body, CNRTP, is responsible for granting, renewing and withdrawing broadcast
licences and deliberating on disputes (and, pursuant to that, imposing sanctions). Sanctions can
include fines and total/partial suspensions of licences/authorisations.398 CNRTP comprises seven
members, three appointed by the President, two by the President of the National Assembly and
two by the President of the Economic, Social and Cultural Council.399 Since the President of the
Economic, Social and Cultural Council is appointed by a decree from the Council of Ministers,
the executive has undue influence over the CNRTP.400
Content restrictions
The Penal Code contains some troublesome content restrictions. Insult of public officials is a
crime, as is insulting a magistrate or judge in relation to their official functions. Discrediting a
court decision under conditions that are likely to undermine the authority or independence of the
justice system is also a crime.401 References to crimes of a racial, regional or religious character
include overly broad elements, such as “regional propaganda” or expressions that are likely to turn
people against one another.402
Under the Law on Freedom of the Press, journalists and other media professionals can be
sanctioned for press offences in addition to Penal Code provisions. The former prohibits
defamation, defined as any allegation of a fact that offends the honour of the person or body
concerned. Offensive expressions, even where no specific fact is imputed, are considered to be
insult, which is also prohibited. The penalties for defamation and insult against public officials and
organs are much higher than for those against private individuals.403
While the 2010 Law “decriminalised” media offences by replacing prison sentences with fines,
authorities have continued to threaten journalists with prison sentences by charging them with
offences under the Penal Code.404
Internet and digital rights
The National Assembly is currently considering a draft Cybercrime Law which would have a
significant impact on civil society activity online. The Law would essentially re-criminalise
397
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defamation and insult when done through electronic communications. It also criminalises the
sharing of false news which would undermine public order or impact human dignity. The law also
prohibits racist, regionalist, ethnic, religious or xenophobic speech. This is worded in very general
terms and does not include a clear intent requirement.405
The government has blocked access to the Internet in the past. In 2015, social networks and SMS
messages were shut down during protests and communal violence.406 In 2016, shutdowns occurred
again for three days during the presidential election.407
Right to information and secrecy laws
Niger enacted a right to information law in 2011. The law is of middling quality, ranking 86th out
of the 128 countries assessed on the RTI rating. While the law is broad in terms of the information
it covers, it fails to establish a clear general right to access government held information. Another
key weakness is that the law only places limited responsibilities on authorities to put in place
measures to promote the right to information. More positively, the law establishes a reasonably
strong appeals mechanism.408
Niger’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
0
19
13
13
17
6
6
74

Percentage
0%
63%
43%
43%
56%
75%
38%
49%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Freedom of assembly is guaranteed by the Nigerien Constitution.409 In practice, however, the
freedom is not regularly respected. Authorities have often refused to authorise or prohibited public
assemblies, citing security concerns,410 sometimes even when prior authorisation had already been
given by the courts.411 In 2017, the government announced a prohibition on public protests on
405
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business days. When demonstrations do occur, police have used excessive force to break them
up.412
National security
A 2011 amendment to the Penal Code added a definition of “terrorist act” that applies to anyone
who disrupts the normal functioning of public services. In practice, authorities have relied on this
provision, along with other amendments to the counter-terrorism legislation which restrict due
process rights, to justify numerous arrests of journalists, human rights defenders and members of
the opposition.413
Other provisions of the Penal Code relating to national security have also been leveraged against
civil society. For example, one activist was charged with “organising a conspiracy to overthrow a
constitutional order” following a Facebook post criticising the government’s response to Boko
Haram.414 Another human rights defender was charged with “undermining national defence”. 415
While such prosecutions are partly enabled by imprecise language in the Penal Code, they often
reflect highly questionable applications of the relevant law.
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Niger does have a legal framework protecting whistleblowers.

Nigeria
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
NGOs are regulated under the Companies and Allied Matters Act of 2004 (“CAMA”). An
organisation may be incorporated as a company limited by guarantee if it is formed to promote
commerce, art, science, religion, culture, charity or similar objects. Founders must submit an
application to the Corporate Affairs Commission. The Commission must register the company
unless the application is incomplete or the objects of the organisation are illegal. Once the
Commission has approved the application, it must then be approved by the Attorney General.416
In practice, registration can come with long delays due to inefficient administrative procedures
and communications between the attorney general and the commission.417 Many groups focused
on human rights violations or harmful policy decisions by government officials have difficulty
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registering. Organisations with the words “human rights” or “rights” in their names have routinely
been refused legal status unless their name is changed.418
Under the Criminal Code, an unlawful society is one the purpose of which is to subvert the
government, incite to acts of violence or intimidation, interfere with the law or disturb the peace.419
Managing such a society is punishable by seven years’ imprisonment and being a member or
attending a meeting is punishable by three years. In addition, the President and the Council of
Ministers have the discretion to declare any society dangerous to the good government of Nigeria
and therefore unlawful.420
Various legislative reforms have been proposed to amend this registration procedure. The NGO
Regulatory Commission (Establishment) Bill, for example, would establish a Commission to
register NGOs. The Commission would consist of ministers and members appointed by the
president. Certificates issued by the Commission would only be valid for 24 months and
registration could be denied if the Commission deems that this is not in the best interests of the
nation. Furthermore, all groups would need to register projects with the Commission and obtain
approval from the relevant minister.421
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
In order to receive donations, an organisation must register under CAMA. All bodies which are
incorporated under CAMA must keep financial records indicating all of their transactions and the
uses to which any funds were put. An annual financial report and audit must be submitted to the
Commission.422 Under the Companies Income Tax Act, organisations must also submit an annual
financial report and an audit to the Tax Commission.423 The profits of a charitable company are
exempt from taxation.424
NGOs are subjected to the Money Laundering Prohibition Act. All organisations must register
with the Special Control Unit Against Money Laundering (SCUML), submit reports on all
transactions above USD 1,000 within 24 hours and keep financial records for five years. Crossborder transactions are deemed high risk, requiring prior permission from SCUML. Furthermore,
domestic and foreign donations may not come from anonymous sources.425
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Several proposed bills would impose new financial restrictions on NGOs. The NGO Regulation
Bill, which was actively under consideration in 2019, would create a Commission to regulate
donations and funds given to organisations. Groups would need to register with the Commission
and disclose the source, amount and purpose of all funding received.426 An organisation would
have to obtain permission before accepting foreign funding, which the Commission could deny if
it believes the funding would compromise national sovereignty, negatively impact diplomatic
foreign relationships or religious harmony or pose a risk of money laundering.427 Members of civil
society see this as an unnecessary duplication of the anti-money laundering legislation and an
attempt arbitrarily to control NGO activities.428
The Improved Aid Bill was tabled in 2016 and is waiting to be debated. The Bill would impose
additional restrictions on donations to NGOs. Under the Bill, all donors must align their delivery
of monetary aid with Nigeria’s national development strategies and must register with the National
Planning Commission. The donor would have to inform the Commission of the details of any
project and would be prohibited from engaging in activities that undermine the economy. NGOs
would have to report donations to the Commission within seven days.429
Media regulation
The broadcast regulator is the National Broadcast Commission (NBC). All 11 members of the
Commission are appointed by the president on the recommendation of the relevant minister. The
president may also remove any commissioner if he or she is satisfied that doing so is in the public
interest.430 The NBC considers applications for licences and makes recommendations to the
president, through the minister, for the grant of such licences. It is also responsible for developing
a National Broadcasting Code and setting standards for broadcasting content. The NBC also
imposes sanctions, including revoking licences for serious breaches of Broadcasting Code.431
The telecommunications regulatory body is the National Communications Commission. Like the
NBC, is not independent of government since all of the members of its governing board are
appointed by the president.432
The Nigerian Press Council, a statutory body, originally had significant powers over journalists
and the printed press. However, a court decision ruled significant parts of the Council’s founding
law to be unconstitutional, effectively preventing the Council from exercising the most speech
restrictive functions. In 2018, the Nigerian Press Council Bill, which would re-introduce many of
426
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the provisions found to be unconstitutional, was introduced in the legislature. Under the new Bill,
a Press Council with members appointed by the minister would have sanctioning powers over the
press. The Bill has been highly controversial and, at the moment, appears to have stalled in the
legislature.433
Content restrictions
The Criminal Code contains a number of provisions which restrict freedom of expression.
Publishing rumours or reports that are likely to cause fear or disturb public peace is punishable by
three years’ imprisonment.434 Publishing pictorial representations of a person in a manner which
is likely to provoke or bring into disaffection any section of the community is punishable by three
months’ imprisonment.435 Publishing obscene articles, defined as anything that corrupts people, is
punishable by three years’ imprisonment.436
Defamation is a criminal offence. Positively, the Criminal Code establishes that certain kinds of
defamatory speech are completely or partially protected, such as speech which involves certain
public figures or constitutes fair comment on certain enumerated public interest subjects.437
However, criminal penalties for defamation are inappropriate and these provisions have been used
abusively in practice.438 Government officials accused of corruption have also been known to
retaliate with civil defamation suits.439
The National Broadcasting Code contains numerous content restrictions and generally reads like
a list of aspirational or ethical norms. For example, it prohibits broadcasters from disseminating
programmes which treat crime in a frivolous manner or that portray cruelty or greed as desirable
values.440 This is problematic given the enforcement powers that are vested in the NBC for
violations of the Code, although these rules are considered to be less serious offences which are
subject to milder sanction, while more serious sanctions, such as immediate suspension of
broadcasting services or licences, may only be imposed for more serious offences. However, some
of the more serious offences are also problematically vague, such as transmitting programmes that
cause general social disorder or political and social upheaval, transmitting divisive materials that
may threaten the indivisibility of the State, failing to reflect the sensibilities of the diverse cultures
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of Nigeria, broadcasting content that is repugnant to public feelings or transmitting content that is
detrimental to national security.441
A controversial Hate Speech Bill is reportedly pending in the Senate. Critics have said that the Bill
would significantly restrict free speech because of insufficiently narrow definitions of hate speech
and the imposition of disproportionate penalties, including the death penalty, if hate speech results
in a person’s death.442 The Minister of Information and Culture issued a statement that until the
Bill is passed, hate speech will be prosecuted as a terrorist offence under the 2011 terrorism
legislation.443
Internet and digital rights
A Cybercrimes Law was passed in 2015. It contains an expansive definition of “cyberstalking”,
which includes sending a message via a computer network that is offensive, obscene or menacing,
or that the sender knows to be false and sends with the purpose of causing annoyance,
inconvenience, insult or ill will to someone. It also covers intentionally sending a communication
which contains a threat to harm the reputation of another person.444 In practice, the implementation
of the Cybercrime law has led to arbitrary arrests of journalists, bloggers and other online activists.
One blogger, for example, was arrested on cyberstalking charges for alleging government
corruption on his blog.445
A Digital Rights and Freedoms Bill, which would introduce safeguards for freedom of speech
online and protect against Internet shutdowns, was passed by the Senate in 2019, but the President
has refused to sign it.446 A controversial Social Media Bill is still pending in the Senate which
would focus on hate speech, fake news and false accusations on online platforms.447
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The National Communications Commission has the ability to order ISPs to block websites. 448
Although the NCC is generally regarded as an independent body, a series of orders blocking
websites in 2017 raised concerns about politicisation, given that many of the blocking orders
targeted reporting on the Biafra secession movement.449 ISPs must also retain all Internet
information of customers for 12 months, including the content of messages and traffic data, and
submit it to the NCC when ordered to do so.450
Right to information and secrecy laws
A Freedom of Information Act was signed into law in 2011. The law is of middling quality, ranking
62nd out of the 128 right to information law assessed on the RTI Rating. The Act’s strengths include
a broad scope in terms of the information and public authorities covered by the Act, as well as a
strong set of promotional measures. However, a major weakness of the Act is that it does not create
an independent appeals or oversight body.451
Positively, the Freedom of Information Act overrides competing secrecy legislation. This is key
because the Official Secrets Act is broad in terms of the grounds on which information may be
classified as secret, and both the Official Secrets Act and the Criminal Code prohibit the
communication of material which is classified as secret. 452 However, in practice, the government
has been criticised for maintaining a culture of secrecy and misusing the Official Secrets Act to
deny information requests.453
Nigeria’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
3
29
12
22
4
7
11
88

Percentage
50%
97%
40%
73%
13%
88%
69%
59%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
448
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The Public Order Act is the main legislation governing the right to assemble. The law applies to
both assemblies, defined as a meeting of five or more people, and public meetings, defined as an
assembly which members of the public are permitted to attend.454 Organisers must submit an
application for a licence at least 48 hours in advance, which is to be issued as long as the Governor
does not suspect the event will breach the peace. Meeting without a licence or acting in violation
of a condition which has been imposed on the meeting is punishable by up to six months’
imprisonment.455 A 2007 Court of Appeal decision struck down a number of provisions in the Act
as impermissible restrictions on the right to assemble; however, the legislation has not been
formally amended and it is still being enforced.456
The Criminal Code makes it a crime to participate in an unlawful assembly. An unlawful assembly
is defined as three or more people assembling to carry out a common purpose that causes people
in the neighbourhood to fear the peace will be disturbed.457 If the peace is disturbed, the assembly
is considered to be a riot. Participating in an unlawful assembly is punishable by one year’s
imprisonment and in a riot by three years.458 Refusing to disperse when ordered to do so by a police
officer carries a five-year sentence.459
In practice, authorities have used force to break up peaceful assemblies or have refused licences
for events they deem to be controversial or critical of the government.460 Clashes between the
authorities and protestors have previously resulted in violence and deaths, resulting in governors
issuing state-wide protest bans.461 The Criminal Code protects police from civil or criminal
liability for injuries or deaths that occur while dispersing protestors “if any person makes
resistance”.462
National security
The ongoing Boko Haram insurgency in Northern Nigeria, along with violence and separatist
movements elsewhere in the country, make national security a particularly sensitive issue in the
country. Civil society organisations which have criticised security forces, such as Amnesty
International, have experienced government backlashes and harassment.463 Abuses have been
reported by armed forces, such as arbitrary detention, torture and extra-judicial executions.464 In
terms of civil society space, an increasing concern is actions by the State Security Service (also
454
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known as the Department of State Security) against journalists and activists, such as detention
without charge and arresting social media users, by alleging that they posted inciteful material.465
One reason for these problems is that the law establishing the State Security Service and the
intelligence agencies permit the President to issue instruments governing the composition and
structure of the agencies and their advisory councils, or regarding “other matters concerning or
incidental to any of the matters mentioned in this Act” as the President sees fit.466 This has, in
practice, resulted in a significant expansions of the powers allocated to these bodies. A general
lack of accountability mechanisms and transparency requirements governing the security sector
has also allowed for the exercise of questionable legal powers to continue unchecked.467
Government surveillance powers are a further concern. Aspects of the Terrorism Prevention Act
and the Cybercrime Law contain ambiguous language which may facilitate surveillance. While
judicial oversight is required, the exact procedure for such oversight is not clearly articulated and
the laws lack important protections, such as a requirement that any surveillance be necessary and
proportionate. In practice, the government appears to be working to expand its surveillance
powers, and has made a budget allocation to obtain and operationalise surveillance technology.468
The definitions of sedition and seditious publications in the Penal Code are also problematically
broad. Seditious intent, for example, includes intent to bring the President or government into
hatred, raise discontent among citizens or promote ill will among different classes of people.469
Publishing seditious material or uttering seditious words is punishable by two years’
imprisonment, with jail time increasing for each repeat offence.470
The Vigilante Group of Nigeria Bill was being debated as of 2018 and still appears to be under
consideration in the legislature. The Bill would create a statutory Vigilante Group which would be
response for maintaining law and order in social gatherings, responding to citizen complaints and
playing an intelligence-gathering role.471
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
There is no legislation in place which specifically protects whistleblowers. In the absence of
legislation, the Ministry of Finance created a whistleblower protection policy in 2016. The policy
created an online portal to report information on violations of financial regulations,
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mismanagement of public funds, fraud and financial malpractice. Information may be submitted
anonymously and informants are offered protection to the extent of the law if they choose to
identify themselves.472 However, the policy is generally seen as ineffective and it is handicapped
by the lack of any protection being enshrined in legislation.473

Rwanda
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
Rwandan NGOs are subject to a relatively restrictive registration regime. Domestic public-interest
organisations are required to register with the Rwanda Governance Board (RGB) within two years
of commencing operations.474 After obtaining a temporary certificate of registration, which is valid
for twelve months, a national NGO must then apply for legal personality after nine months. The
application must include, among other things, a letter of collaboration from the mayor of the
relevant district and an action plan for the fiscal year. Grounds for refusing registration, in addition
to non-fulfilment of the registration requirements, include evidence that the organisation “intends
to jeopardize security, public order, health, morals or human rights”.475
Once an NGO is registered and granted legal personality, renewal is not required. However, RGP
has significant supervision powers over national NGOs to ensure that they perform their
responsibilities. If it determines that an NGO has not complied with its mission, it will issue a
warning letter. If the NGO does not “cease to be wrongful” within one month, RGP will suspend
the NGO’s registration for one to six months. If, during the temporary suspension period, the NGO
does not “rectify its operation”, the RGB may suspend it indefinitely.476 This supervision power,
combined with the registration requirement of district collaboration letters, suggests that
partnerships between NGOs and the government are de facto compulsory, even though the law
simply states that NGOs “may” enter into partnerships with the Government.477
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International NGOs face additional requirements, most notably a mandatory registration renewal
every five years.478 The registration renewal requires the submission of a budget and demonstrated
sources of funding for the registration period. Thus, it is rare for international NGOs to obtain
registration for the full five years, because most NGOs will not be able to show sources of funding
that far in advance. As a result, most international NGOs re-register on an annual basis.479
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
National NGOs qualify for tax exemptions once they obtain legal personality, but there are no tax
incentives for donors.480 There are no notable restrictions on access to funding, such as restrictions
on foreign funding, although State-controlled media has used rhetoric to paint NGOs receiving
foreign funding as vehicles for a foreign agenda.481
Media regulation
Rwanda enacted a new media law in 2013. The reform empowered the media self-regulatory body
the Rwanda Media Commission (RMC) to oversee journalist conduct, instead of a statutory
authority, as had been the case previously.482 While journalists are still required to register, the
RMC now oversees the registration process instead of a government body.483
The Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (RURA), the other main regulatory body, is a nonindependent government body, being supervised by the Prime Minister’s Office and having its
regulatory board and Director General appointed by Presidential Order.484 RURA is responsible
for regulating audio and audio-visual media and the Internet. This creates some ambiguity as to
the respective roles of RURA and RMC regarding content regulation.485 A memorandum of
understanding between RURA and RMC reportedly prioritises RMC as the primary content
regulator, but in practice this is an area of tension. For example, in 2015, the former head of RMC
fled Rwanda, purportedly due to threats following his opposition to a draft Prime Minister’s Order
that would have transferred significant power from the RMC to RURA, and because of RMC’s
objections to RURA’s suspension of BBC broadcasts.486 RMC and RURA are also supposed to
share responsibility over broadcast licensing, although RURA has the clearer role here, being the
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primary body responsible for licensing media outlets. In practice, RURA issues broadcasting
licences on the recommendation of RMC.487
However, State television, radio and print media continue to dominate the media market.488
Content restrictions
While defamation was decriminalised in the 2018 Penal Code, public insult, defined to include
statements which deliberately and directly hurt another person, is still an offence.489 Other
provisions protect the reputation of public figures, including prohibitions on defamation or insult
of the president and on humiliation of national authorities and public servants.490 It is also an
offence for any person to “discredit an act or a decision of judicial organs, in a manner likely to
cause contempt or lack of independence of the judicial organ”.491
Other criminal offences that may impact freedom of expression include the offence of “secretly
listening to conversations, taking photos or disclosing them.” Since this lacks a public interest
defence, it may disproportionately impact journalists.492 A prohibition on spreading false
information with intent to cause a hostile international opinion against Rwanda or that is likely to
cause public disaffection against the government is also problematical.493 Instigating divisions,
defined as any speech, writing or other act which divides people or causes civil unrest on the basis
of discrimination, may result in five to seven years’ imprisonment.494
The current Penal Code criminalises direct and indirect incitement to genocide.495 The latter could
be problematical, particularly when considered in light of a 2018 law targeting genocide ideology.
Some crimes under the 2018 law are either problematically ambiguous or risk silencing legitimate
discussions about national history, such as prohibitions on minimising the gravity of genocide,
distorting the facts of genocide or claiming that there was a double genocide in Rwanda.496 While
Rwanda’s history makes genocide denial particularly serious, watchdog groups have alleged that
such laws have been applied in a politicised manner, and the current legal framework facilitates
such misuse.497
Internet and digital rights
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A cybercrime law passed in 2018 restricts online speech, creating the offences of transmitting an
indecent message and publishing rumours that may cause someone to lose credibility or that incite
fear among the population.498
The Information and Communication Technology Ministry has the authority to order suspensions
or interruptions of electronic communications or network operations. The grounds for doing this
are vague, including a general reference to public safety, public health and national security
concerns.499 In addition, many editors of online news sites report receiving demands from
authorities to delete critical content. Many independent news outlets are blocked or filtered online,
and there is little transparency regarding the government’s decisions and no right to appeal.500
Right to information and secrecy laws
Rwanda’s Law Relating to Access to Information is relatively average, ranked at 66th out of the
128 countries currently assessed on the RTI rating. Its biggest strength is its scope, as everyone
has the right to file requests for information and this right applies to all types of documents and as
wide range of public authorities. Less positively, the oversight body has few powers and cannot
make binding decisions.501
Rwanda’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
2
30
18
21
10
1
3
85

Percentage
33%
100%
60%
70%
33%
13%
19%
57%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
Rwanda’s Constitution protects freedom of assembly but permits a law to establish a prior
authorisation regime for assemblies in public spaces. The law regulating assemblies requires a
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prior notice requirement of 30 days (if sent by mail) or six days (if delivered in person) for public
assemblies whether in open or closed venues. Authorisation must be obtained, however, for
assemblies held at open air venues, on public roads or in a public space.502 Penalties for holding
an unauthorised demonstration include imprisonment of between eight days and six months, and/or
a fine. If the demonstration “threatened security, public order, or health”, the penalty increases to
between six months and a year and/or a fine.503 In practice, assemblies which criticise the
government have been denied authorisation.504
National security
Some criminal offences which address security threats are overly expansive and could restrict
peaceful civil society activity. For example, provisions criminalising membership in a seditious
group or providing “accommodation, sanctuary, meeting venues or any other help” to seditious
gangs are problematic given the lack of a clear definition for what constitutes a seditious group.505
Similar problems arise with the terrorism legislation, which defines “complicity in terrorism” as
merely being often in the company of the members of a terrorist group.506 Under the new
cybercrime law, merely using a website of a terrorist group is an offence.507
In 2013, the Rwandan government passed a law requiring communication service providers to
“ensure that systems are technically capable of supporting interceptions at all times”.508 While a
warrant is required for legal interception, the warrant is from the public prosecutor, not from an
independent judicial authority.509 In addition, the legal framework lacks a requirement that
surveillance be strictly necessary. In practice, surveillance appears to be pervasive. Government
representatives are embedded within telecommunication companies in order to conduct
surveillance, and public authorities are known to monitor social media discussions closely.510
Rwandan security forces have been implicated in significant abuses, including the widespread
practice of using unofficial military detention centres, where torture, ill-treatment and arbitrary
detention are reported to have taken place. These detention centres do not appear to have any legal
authority for their creation.511
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
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Rwanda revised its whistleblower law in 2017 to create more detailed protection procedures and
to provide better recourse in case of retaliation. While the law provides key protections, it also
contains some disincentives to whistleblowing. For example, it imposes penalties of one to three
years’ imprisonment and a fine for whistleblowers who provide false information or provide
“information in the interest of a person he/she seeks to protect or with the intent to defame and
dishonour an individual or an entity subject to whistle blowing”. 512
Rwanda has a “Victim and Witness Support Unit” which was established in 2006 in response to
the killings of genocide survivors who participated in genocide trials. The unit falls under the
National Public Prosecution Authority and is tasked with investigating allegations of threats to
victims/witnesses and managing witness protection, victim protection and safe houses.513

Sierra Leone
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
The NGO regulatory environment in Sierra Leone is fairly restrictive due to NGO Policy
Regulations adopted in 2009. Under the Policy, to register, an NGO must submit an application to
the NGO Unit, which is located in the finance ministry. The NGO Unit then conducts field or
office visits to verify the application and holds an interview with the NGO. Once approved, the
NGO must sign an agreement with the government before beginning operations.514
While a reason must be given for rejecting an application, and NGOs have an opportunity to correct
any deficiencies, some of the eligibility criteria are phrased language which gives authorities broad
discretion. For example, NGOs must have a clear mission statement which conforms to
government development policies and promotes “the well-being and welfare of Sierra Leoneans”.
They must also show “evidence/commitment to access funds to support its programmes” and “a
clearly delineated administrative structure and transparent account system”.515
NGO registration must be renewed every two years; renewal is not automatic and must be
accompanied by the submission of addition documents and an assessment from the finance
ministry of the transparency and accountability of the NGO.516 In addition, every project an NGO
wishes to implement must be discussed with the finance ministry before being implemented. This
means submitting information about the estimated costs and personnel needed for the project, an
implementation strategy and approval from the relevant line ministry.517
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The NGO Unit has significant supervisory powers over NGOs, being responsible for monitoring
and evaluating all NGO programmes, ensuring good communication with the sectoral ministry for
any programme and ensuring full participation of the community which benefits from any project.
The Unit may request an update on a project at any time and may conduct site visits without giving
the NGO any prior notice.518 In addition, NGO registration may be suspended or cancelled by the
finance ministry upon the recommendation of the NGO Supervisory Committee, which is
comprised primarily of representatives of various government ministries. This must be based on a
closed list of grounds, but some of the grounds are not very precise, such as an NGO pursuing
activities which are not included in its stated objectives or failing to promote the capacity of Sierra
Leone in its operations.519
Sierra Leone has been revising its NGO Policy since 2015, with the most recent version having
been introduced in December 2018. Despite this being controversial, the government appears to
be proceeding to implement this version. The new policy enhances a number of the obligations
present in the 2009 policy. For example, it requires NGOs to sign a Service Level Agreement with
the relevant Sector Ministry before beginning operations and sets registration fees at around USD
200 (although empowering authorities to change the fees). The policy also provides that a second
rejection of an application for registration is not subject to appeal. Renewal processes require
additional documents, including an audit and a certificate of compliance from the relevant sector
ministry. NGOs are also required to organise trainings for staff for purposes of registration
renewals and are subject to a lengthy list of requirements designed to guarantee local staffing.520
Some organisations may be able to register as not-for-profit companies, instead of NGOs. These
are subject to a different legal regime which avoids many of the above-mentioned requirements.521
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
Under the 2009 policy, NGOs must disclose detailed information about all donor funding of
projects, including information about the donors, although there are generally no restrictions on
the source of funds. Problematically, any assets transferred to “build the capacity” of a local NGO
must be sent through the NGO self-regulatory body and the finance ministry before they are
transferred to the NGO.522
The 2018 NGO Policy includes a requirement that a minimum of 70% of all donor funds must be
go to the target beneficiaries, while only the remaining 30% may be for administrative costs and
consultancies. It also requires more detailed reporting on donations.523
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Media regulation
The primary media regulatory body is the Independent Media Commission. The Commission
compiles a Code of Practice and monitors its implementation, including by hearing complaints and
issuing fines. It is also responsible for maintaining a register of newspapers, magazines and other
media outlets. Registration is mandatory but the Commission can only refuse registration on
technical grounds or for violating the Act establishing the Commission. However, it can suspend
or cancel registration following a second or subsequent contravention of the Code of Practice.524
The Commission also handles broadcast licensing, although approval from the National
Telecommunications Commission is also necessary.525 Broadcasting licences may also be
suspended after a second violation of the Code of Practice.526
The Independent Media Commission is appointed by the President but he or she is supposed to act
on the advice of the Sierra Leone Association of Journalists and Parliament must approve
appointments.527 It appears that historically the Commission has been largely independent.
However, there have been a number of occasions where the Commission has issued fines to or
suspended media outlets which are critical of the government in a seemingly politicised manner.528
Content restrictions
The law imposing the most serious content restrictions is the 1965 Public Order Act. The Act
penalises with a fine and/or three months’ imprisonment insulting another person, which includes
acts such as using threatening language to the annoyance of a person or sending threatening or
offensive messages. It also criminalises the malicious publication of defamatory content, subject
to a fine and/or two years’ imprisonment, or three years if the person knows the matter to be
false.529
The Public Order Act also prohibits seditious libel which is defined as doing any act with seditious
intent, uttering seditious words or publishing and distributing seditious publications. Seditious
publications/seditious intent cover anything which brings into hatred or contempt certain specified
government leaders, excites citizens to change any law by unlawful means, brings the
administration of justice into contempt, raises discontent among citizens or promotes feelings of
ill-will and hostility between different tribes, nationalities or religious faiths.530
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Under the same law, publishing a false statement, rumour or report which is likely to cause fear or
disturb the public peace may result in a fine and/or one year’s imprisonment. The sentence is
increased if the false statement is calculated to bring a public official into disrepute or is likely to
injure the reputation of Sierra Leone or the government. These penalties apply even if the person
did not know that a statement was false, unless the person can show he took reasonable measures
to verify its accuracy.531
Internet and digital rights
Currently, Sierra Leone does not have any designated cybercrime legislation but it is reportedly
developing a cybersecurity law which would also address cybercrime. Some sources have
indicated that the government is interested in introducing restrictions on social media use, possibly
through the vehicle of this law, although a draft of the law is not yet available.532
It appears that Sierra Leone shut down the Internet during the 2018 elections, although the National
Telecommunications Commission denied that it had ordered such a shutdown, blaming it on a
service disruption.533 The Telecommunications Act does not clearly empower the Commission to
order an Internet shutdown.534
Right to information and secrecy laws
Sierra Leone’s 2013 Right to Access Information Act is a strong law, ranked at 11th out of the 128
countries currently assessed on the RTI Rating. In particular, the law’s scope is broad in terms of
both the public authorities and information it covers and it contains an extensive list of promotional
obligations for public authorities. Weaknesses of the law include its failure to override conflicting
secrecy laws and some overbroad exceptions.535
Sierra Leone’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals

Max Points
6
30
30
30

531

Score
0
29
25
18

Percentage
0%
97%
83%
60%
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5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

30
8
16
150

28
7
15
122

93%
88%
94%
81%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
The Public Order Act also regulates assemblies. It requires anyone who wishes to organise a
procession to notify the Commissioner of the Police beforehand. The Commissioner may disallow
the assembly or impose conditions on it if he or she is of the opinion that doing so is necessary to
protect the interests of defence, public order, public safety or public morality. 536
Similarly, any person who intends to hold a public meeting must first notify the Paramount Chief
of the Chiefdom in the locality where the meeting is to be held. The Paramount Chief may similarly
disallow the meeting or place conditions on it, again in the interests of defence, public order, public
safety or public morality.537
In practice, authorities have relied on ambiguities in the law to deny requests to hold peaceful
protests. Excessive use of force against protestors, including lethal force, has been a recurring
concern over the last decade, as has impunity for police officers who are implicated in using
disproportionate force against peaceful protestors.538
National security
The primary concern in this area is the use of the seditious libel provision in the Public Order Act,
described above under Content Restrictions. Otherwise, concerns over abuse of power are
primarily centred on the police force rather than security agencies, although armed forces may be
brought in to assist police under a Military Aid to Civil Power policy and there have been some
instances of the use of force against civilians.539 The Constitution permits the use of deadly force
in defence of property; police use of force when responding to land conflicts and land disputes has
been a serious concern for civil society working on natural resource issues.540
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
While Sierra Leone does not have stand-alone comprehensive whistleblower rules, the Freedom
of Information Act protects individuals who make public interest disclosures from employment or
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other forms of retaliation.541 In addition, the Anti-Corruption Commission Act, particularly
following 2019 amendments, establishes protection for individuals who serve as informants and
witnesses in relation to corruption, including protections for their anonymity or additional
protections ordered by a judge. Protections are also extended to those who assist the AntiCorruption Commission.542 While these are important protections, it would be better to have a
more comprehensive whistleblower law in place.

Uganda
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
The body responsible for regulation of NGOs is the NGO Bureau, which is located in the Ministry
of Internal Affairs and whose directors are appointed by the minister with the approval of the
cabinet. The NGO Bureau has significant authority over NGOs.543
Registration with the Bureau is mandatory for all NGOs.544 Registration requires submitting a
detailed application to the Bureau, including information such as about the governance structure,
sources of funding and the prescribed fee, a statement of compliance with local staffing
requirements and a recommendation from the applicable district-level NGO Monitoring
Committee and from the responsible ministry or government agency.545 While registration should
be refused only on limited grounds, one of these is compliance with the law of Uganda and the
requirements of the NGO Act, which have some ambiguous provisions, such as that NGOs must
be nonpartisan, must not engage in activities which are prejudicial to the interests of Uganda, the
dignity of the people to the security and laws of Uganda.546
Once registered, an organisation must obtain an operations permit from the NGO Bureau. The
application for this permit includes information on the operations, staffing and geographic
coverage of the organisation, as well as a fee. The Bureau issues an operations permit for a period
not exceeding five years; this permit must be renewed once it expires. Renewal requires submitting
a copy of audited accounts, fees, an annual report, a work plan and a budget.547
The Bureau has the power to warn, suspend, publicise misconduct, blacklist or revoke an
organisation’s permit.548 It may also designate inspectors who have the powers to access the
premises of an organisation, confiscate incriminating documents, conduct interviews and
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recommend an interim closure to the Bureau.549 In practice, NGOs are subject to other forms of
oversight as well. In 2019, the Ugandan police issued a circular informing NGOs that the
intelligence directorate was conducting security assessments and requiring them to provide
information about their operations. The Financial Intelligence Authority has also requested
information about financial transactions of NGOs in a manner that appears to target those engaged
in governance and human rights work.550
NGOs are also required to submit annual returns, including audited accounts, an annual report,
minutes of the general assembly and fees. Before operating in any district, an NGO must obtain
approval from the relevant district NGO Monitoring Committee and the district local government.
A memorandum of understanding must be signed with the local government.551
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
While there are no notable restrictions on sources of funding, NGOs must annually submit
information on the source of their funds, the funds received and estimated income and
expenditures. Information on sources of funding is also required for registration applications.552 In
addition, the Financial Intelligence Authority announced in 2018 that NGOs must report funding
sources to it to enable screening for money laundering. The minister of finance has also made
comments indicating that a policy was in development that would require NGO to channel funds
through the national budget, although this has not yet been put into practice.553
Media regulation
The Media Council is a statutory body which is responsible for media regulation. Although a
number of members of the Council represent the public and various professional associations, and
are nominated by some of these associations, ultimately the minister of information appoints most
of the members of the Media Council.554 Many members of the media consider the Council not to
be independent and, in 2006, set up a competing Independent Media Council which operates as a
self-regulatory body.555
Journalists must register and obtain a practising certificate, renewable annually, from the Media
Council. Registered journalists are subject to the Code of Ethics contained in in the Press and
Journalist Act.556 The Council’s Disciplinary Committee hears complaints regarding journalists
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and may require an apology, suspend the practising certificate of a journalist for up to three months
or require media organisations to pay compensation.557
Under the Communications Act, the broadcast/telecommunications regulator is the Uganda
Communications Commission. All of the members of the Commission’s Board are appointed by
the minister of information with the approval of the cabinet and, while the Commission is supposed
to operate independently, it must comply with any policy guidelines from the minister regarding
the performance of its functions.558 Furthermore, pursuant to a 2017 amendment, the minister may
enact regulations under the Communications Act without the approval of parliament, which had
previously been required.559
Content restrictions
Uganda’s Penal Code still includes some inappropriate content restrictions, although the
Constitutional Court struck down provisions which prohibited fake news and sedition.560 Libel is
a misdemeanour under the Penal Code, as is defamation of “foreign princes” or foreign dignitaries
or ambassadors. Writing or uttering words with an intent to wound religious feelings is also a
misdemeanour, defined in a manner that covers a much broader range of speech than simply
religious-based hate speech. Similarly, a prohibition on “promoting sectarianism” is not
sufficiently targeted to hate speech. Instead, it covers expression which is likely to degrade, expose
to hatred, raise discontent among, create alienation of or promote ill will against any group or
person on account of religion, tribe or ethnic or regional origin. Such acts may be punished with
five years’ imprisonment. Finally, the crime of “incitement to violence” penalises not just direct
incitement to violence but also statements which imply or indicate that violent acts may be
desirable.561 In practice, these provisions have been used on questionably grounds to target critical
voices.562
Internet and digital rights
The 2011 Computer Misuse Act establishes legitimate cybercrimes but also some offences which
inappropriately restrict online speech. “Offensive communication”, meaning wilful and repeated
use of electronic communication to disturb the peace, quiet or right of privacy of another person
is a misdemeanour, which is subject to a fine and/or one year’s imprisonment. Similarly, cyber
harassment, which may result in a fine and/or three years’ imprisonment, means using a computer
to making an obscene, lewd or indecent suggestion or proposal.563 Charges based on these offences
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have been brought against journalists and, in a prominent case, an academic was charged with
cyber harassment for a Facebook post about the president that contained a profanity.564
Recent measures taken by the Uganda Communications Commission suggest an attempt to exert
greater control over online content. In 2018, the Commission announced that online data
communications service platforms, including news platforms and publishers, must register and pay
an annual fee. Only 14 sites reportedly complied by the stated deadline but the Commission has
continued to attempt to implement the requirement and in 2019 extended it to “influencers” on
social media.565
In 2018, Uganda also introduced a social media tax which has been very controversial and resulted
in significant drops in social media use within Uganda.566
Right to information and secrecy laws
Uganda’s 2005 Access to Information Act, which is ranked 48th out of the 128 countries currently
assessed on the RTI Rating, recognises clearly the right to information and establishes clear
procedures for making requests for information. However, there is no internal appeal against
decisions not to disclose information or an appeal to an independent administrative oversight
body.567
In addition, while the Access to Information Act provides that the Act shall not detract from any
other law giving the right of access, it does not clearly override competing laws which restrict the
right to access information.568 These include the Official Secrets Act, which prohibits publishing
or communicating information which may be useful to a foreign power for purposes prejudicial to
the interests of Uganda and prohibits public officials from disclosing information for which they
are responsible.569 In practice, officials rely on the Official Secrets Act to justify denying
information requests.570
Uganda’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
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1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

6
26
21
22
11
6
5
97

100%
87%
70%
73%
37%
75%
31%
65%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
The controversial 2013 Public Order Management Act imposes a number of restrictions on
freedom of assembly. Notice of all public meetings must be given at least three days prior to the
meeting. Notably, a “public meeting” includes any gathering, assembly or demonstration in a
public place held for purposes of discussing or expressing views on a matter of public interest.
While a number of exceptions are enumerated, including for any “spontaneous public meeting”,
this definition subjects a broad array of civil society activities to the notification requirement.571
The police must notify the organiser if the meeting is not possible because of another meeting at
that time or if the venue is unsuitable “for purposes of crowd and traffic control or will interfere
with other lawful business”. This gives the police significant discretion in determining when a
venue is unsuitable. Other key concerns with the Act include the fact that it bans public gatherings
between 7:00 PM and 7:00 AM and the extent of legal liability it places on organisers of a
gathering.572
More positively, the Constitutional Court recently struck down several parts of the Police Act
which had permitted dispersal of unlawful assemblies and which granted the police discretion in
terms of the force used to disperse authorities. However, this leaves Uganda without a strong legal
framework regulating police use of force.573
National security
The Anti-Terrorism Act, 2002, criminalises running, supporting or establishing an institution for
promoting terrorism, or publishing and disseminating news or materials that promote terrorism.574
This is overly restrictive given the expansive definition of terrorism under the Act, particularly
since a 2015 amendment which includes on the list of terrorist acts “any act prejudicial to national
security or public safety”. 575
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Aspects of the Regulation of Interception of Communications Act, 2010, enhance the
government’s surveillance powers by requiring telecommunications companies to install
surveillance technology for purposes of anti-terrorism efforts and by requiring service providers
to retain user data.576
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Uganda enacted a Whistle Blowers Protection Act in 2010. This provides protection from
employment retaliation or from civil or criminal proceedings for disclosures and requires the State
to provide protection when requested. However, these protections are somewhat limited, only
applying to those who make disclosures to an authorised officer and maintain the confidentiality
of the disclosed information, thereby excluding those who share information with the press, for
example.577
Legislation establishing a witness protection programme has been pending since 2015. In the
meantime, the Director of Public Prosecutions has introduced some witness protection guidelines
but there is still a clear need for protective legislation.578

Zambia
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
A 2009 law made the operation of unregistered NGOs a crime and imposed burdensome
requirements on NGOs. For example, allowed authorities to reject applications if they consider the
activities of an NGO to be against the public interest, required NGOs to renew their registration
certificates every five years and granted authorities significant supervisory authority over NGO
activities.579
Beginning in 2013, authorities began to enforce this law more aggressively, commencing
proceedings against unregistered NGOs, calling for foreign missions to stop funding such NGOs
and, in 2016, proposing additional restrictive amendments to the 2009 law. NGOs responded by
bringing a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the law, obtaining a settlement that required
the government to work with NGOs to develop a new NGO policy. In the meantime, the
government agreed to refrain from implementing the 2009 law. The regulatory situation for NGOs
is therefore currently in flux while the 2009 law is being replaced.580
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Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
The 2009 law required NGOs to disclose their sources of funding when registering and included
financial reporting requirements but, as noted, this legal framework is under review.581
Media regulation
While there have been various attempts to establish a statutory media regulator in Zambia over the
years, these have been largely unsuccessful. Following debate over whether to adopt a selfregulatory or a statutory media regulator, in June 2019 media delegates reportedly voted to
establish “media self-regulation backed by law”. It remains to be seen what form this will take.582
Newspapers are required to register under the Printed Publications Act. Registration is simple and
straightforward under the Act, although it is silent as to whether a newspaper may be deregistered,
possibly creating a vulnerability.583
The broadcasting regulator is the Independent Broadcasting Authority. Under a 2010 amendment,
the information minister directly appoints the members of the Authority’s Board and, in practice,
the Authority is widely viewed as being strongly influenced by the government.584
Content restrictions
Defamation of the president, defined as publishing any defamatory or insulting matter with intent
to bring the president into hatred, ridicule or contempt, is punishable by up to three years’
imprisonment. Another provision makes it a misdemeanour to commit defamation against a
foreign prince or dignitary. Libel against any person is also a misdemeanour.585
The Penal Code’s provisions on contempt of court also include some ambiguous prohibitions, such
as disseminating content which is capable of prejudicing any person in favour of or against parties
to a judicial proceeding, or calculated to lower the authority of the person hearing such a
proceeding. This is far too broad and could cover a significant range of reporting or commentary
on pending court proceedings. Criminal prohibitions on obscenity have similar vagueness
problems, referring to obscene writings, printed matter and other objects “tending to corrupt
morals”.586
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Finally, the president has absolute discretion, via an order published in the Gazette, to declare any
publication or class of publications to be prohibited.587
Internet and digital rights
A draft Cybersecurity and Cyber Crimes Law is currently pending in the legislature. The draft Law
raises some concerns about freedom of speech online, particularly a provision which penalises
initiating electronic communications with the intent to “coerce, intimidate, harass, or cause
substantial emotional distress” punishable by one year’s imprisonment and/or a fine.588 This
provision needs to be more clearly defined to target cyber harassment and avoid penalising online
discourse about matters of public interest.
In 2018, authorities introduced new rules requiring WhatsApp group administrators to register
their groups and develop codes of conduct. It is not entirely clear yet how these requirements will
be enforced. Zambia also announced a social media tax in 2018.589
Right to information and secrecy laws
Zambia does not have a right to information law, although there have been attempts to pass a bill
since 2002. An access to information bill was reportedly approved by Cabinet in March 2019 but
it does not appear to have been tabled in parliament.590
Other laws, particularly the State Security Act, disincentivise the sharing of government
information, such as by creating an offence punishable by 15 to 25 years’ imprisonment for anyone
who is entrusted with government information to use it in a matter which is prejudicial to the
national interest or to communicate it to someone where this is not in the national interest. Another
provision imposes the same penalty on anyone who communicates classified matter without
authorisation; this provision extends to anyone, including journalists, since a lack of knowledge
that the information is classified is not a defence.591
Restrictions on freedom of assembly
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Under the Public Order Act, organisers of public meetings, processions or demonstrations must
give the police seven days notice before an event.592 Although this is technically a notice
requirement, not a requirement to obtain permission, in practice the police have interpreted it as
requiring police permission before any assembly may be held.593 In addition, the inclusion of
“public meetings” in the requirement, defined as meetings in a public place which the public may
attend, held for the purpose of discussing matters of public interest, imposes an undue burden on
the sort of regular events which civil society organisations hold.594
The definition of “unlawful assembly” in the Penal Code includes three or more people assembled
to carry out a common purpose who conduct themselves in a manner which causes their neighbours
“reasonably to fear that the people so assembled will commit a breach of the peace” or will provoke
others to commit a breach of the peace. By focusing on fear of a breach of the peace, and not actual
acts of violence, this provision may impose criminal sanctions on participants in peaceful
assemblies. Participation in an unlawful assembly may result in five years’ imprisonment.595
National security
The Penal Code prohibits seditious practices, meaning undertaking any act with a seditious intent,
uttering seditious words, or printing, distributing, reproducing or importing any seditious
publication. Such acts are punishable by seven years’ imprisonment. Seditious intent may include
an intention to “bring into hatred or contempt or to excite disaffection against the Government”,
which is too low a bar, possibly encompassing speech merely critical of the government or peaceful
forms of protest and civic action.596
The Electronic Communications and Transactions Act establishes some key protections, such as
requiring a court order for authorities to intercept information, but also enables government
surveillance. It requires service providers to use communication systems which are capable of
supporting communication interceptions, install hardware to enable interception of
communications by law enforcement and store call-related information.597 There is evidence that
the government has obtained or is attempting to obtain spyware technology and authorities have
signalled that they have the capacity to monitor digital devices and social media discussions about
government issues.598
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk
Zambia has a whistleblower protection law, namely the 2010 Public Interest Disclosure (Protection
of Whistleblowers) Act. The law is reasonably comprehensive, providing protection for anonymity
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and from reprisals. Some components could discourage whistleblowers from making use of the
Act, however, such as the imposition of a condition that, to be a protected disclosure, an employee
must believe that disclosure to the employer would result in retaliation or destruction of evidence,
that the impropriety was very serious or that an employee had already disclosed the matter to the
employer and no action was taken. Penalties are also imposed for frivolous and bad faith
disclosures.599

Zimbabwe
Freedom of association: non-profit registration requirements and restrictions on advocacy
Organisations may register under three main legal forms. The primary form for NGOs is a “public
voluntary organisation” under the Public Voluntary Organisation Act. Registration is mandatory
before beginning activities or seeking funding. To register, an organisation must publish a notice
in a local paper before submitting an application to the Registrar, who confirms the application
requirements are met before submitting the application, along with any objection, to the Private
Voluntary Organisations Board. The Board then either orders the Registrar to issue a certificate of
registration or rejects the application. It has significant discretion to reject applications where it
believes that the organisation is not operating in furtherance of the objections mentioned in its
application or if it does not comply with the Act.600
The Board may cancel a registration certificate on grounds such as failing to comply with a
registration condition, if the organisation ceases to function as a private voluntary organisation or
if the Board considers that the objects for which the organisation registered are “incidental to the
other objects of the organisation.” In addition, the Minister of Public Service, Labour and Social
Welfare may suspend an organisation’s executive committee on very broad grounds, including if
the Minister believes “it is necessary or desirable to do so in the public interest”.601
The two other forms of civil society organisations are trusts and “universitas”, which is an entity
with activities that entirely benefit its own members. These forms are not subject to the Public
Voluntary Organisations Act and accordingly registering under one of these forms may allow an
organisation to avoid the restrictions under that Act.602
Funding restrictions, financial reporting requirements, and special tax requirements
A 2004 bill attempted to prohibit NGOs working on governance issues from obtaining foreign
funds but the bill did not pass and has not been revived, although government rhetoric attacking
foreign-funded NGOs continues.603
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Tax-exempt status is available for donations and grants received by organisations.604
Media regulation
The 2013 Constitution establishes a Zimbabwe Media Commission tasked with monitoring the
media, receiving complaints from the public and taking appropriate action and, if established by
an Act of Parliament, conducting investigations and taking disciplinary action against media
workers who breach the law or applicable codes of conduct. The Commission is to be appointed
by the president from a list of nominees selected by a parliamentary committee.605 This presumably
overrides an earlier law establishing a Media and Information Commission appointed entirely by
the executive branch.606
A Media Commission Bill has been drafted to implement the Constitutional requirement.
Controversial elements include the Commission’s ability to impose fines and/or six months’
imprisonment for offences and the scope of oversight power given to the information minister.607
The government has announced plans to merge the broadcasting and telecommunications
regulators but parliament has not yet passed an act effecting this change, which could potentially
herald in broader reform of broadcast regulation.608 In the meantime, the Broadcasting Services
Act, which establishes a Broadcasting Authority, continues to govern. The Authority is not
independent since its members are appointed by the information minister after consultation with
the president.609
Content restrictions
In 2016, the Constitutional Court ruled that the offence of criminal defamation was
unconstitutional. However, other crimes remain in force which impose restrictions on freedom of
expression. Insult, for example, is still a crime, defined as impairing the dignity of another person
or seriously invading the privacy of another person by words or conduct. While some exceptions
and limits are placed on this offence, the breadth of the underlying rule leaves the provision
vulnerable to acting as a replacement for the now repealed criminal defamation offence.610
Undermining the authority of or insulting the president may result in a fine and/or one year’s
imprisonment. This is defined to include making a public statement about or concerning the
president with the knowledge or realisation that there is a risk the statement may engender hostility
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towards or cause hatred or contempt of the president. Any abusive, indecent or obscene statement
about the president is also covered by this offence.611 Although a lower court has found this
provision to be unconstitutional, it remains in force pending an appeal to the Constitutional
Court.612
Publishing or communicating false statements which are prejudicial to the State is also an offence,
punishable by a fine and/or up to 20 years’ imprisonment. This includes publishing a false
statement with the intent to or realisation that there is a risk of promoting public disorder or
violence, adversely affecting Zimbabwe’s economic or defence interests or disrupting any
essential service. The intent requirement is waived if the person knows the statement to be false
and the statement causes one of the harms described above.613
Internet and digital rights
The Cyber Crime and Cyber Security Bill is currently under consideration in parliament. While
the law has had several reported iterations, commentators have expressed concern throughout its
development over its potentially chilling effect on online speech due to reported penalties of ten
years’ imprisonment and offences such as causing substantial emotional stress, communicating
falsehoods and degrading others.614
Zimbabwe has previously instructed telecommunications to block WhatsApp and, in January 2019,
blocked Internet access, citing the Interception of Communications Act as a justification. However,
it is not clear that this Act permits such blocking, except possibly under a somewhat strained
reading of a provision which allows the communications minister to issue a directive on matters
“not involving any interception or monitoring of communications”.615
Right to information and secrecy laws
Zimbabwe’s 2002 right to information law is not very strong, ranking 100th out of the 128 laws
current assessed on the RTI Rating. Reasons for this include an insufficiently defined procedure
for making information requests and overly broad grounds on which authorities may refuse to
disclose information.616
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A new draft right to information law is was passed in July 2020. Unfortunately, while reform is
needed, a draft of the bill shows only a marginal improvement over the 2002 law, scoring only two
additional points on the RTI Rating.617
Zimbabwe’s RTI Rating Scores:
Category
1. Right of Access
2. Scope
3. Requesting Procedures
4. Exceptions and Refusals
5. Appeals
6. Sanctions and Protections
7. Promotional Measures
Total score

Max Points
6
30
30
30
30
8
16
150

Score
2
16
10
14
22
1
5
70

Percentage
33%
53%
33%
47%
73%
13%
31%
47%

Restrictions on freedom of assembly
The Public Order and Security Act requires seven days notice to be given for any procession or
public demonstration and five days notice before any public meeting, defined as 15 or more people
meeting in a public place to discuss a matter of public interest. Upon notification, the relevant
authority may require the organiser to engage in consultations or negotiations if the authority has
credible information that the meeting or demonstration will seriously disrupt traffic or result in
injury to people or property or “other public disorder”. If an agreement cannot be reached, the
authority can impose conditions on the assembly.618 While these procedures open a door for the
police to restrict freedom of assembly, more positively, in 2018 the Constitutional Court struck
down a provision which essentially allowed the police to suspend an assembly at their discretion.619
Where organisers do not give notice, fail to comply with notice or directions given by authorities
or encourage participants to engage in conduct which “could reasonably be expected to lead to
public disorder or a breach of the peace”, the Act makes them civilly liable for any damage to
property or injury to a person “caused by or arising out of or occurring at the gathering”.620
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A Maintenance of Peace and Order Bill is currently under consideration which would repeal and
replace the Public Order and Security Act. Critics argue that the Bill largely replicates the
problematic provisions of the Act.621
In practice, the use of lethal and excessive force against protestors and widespread arbitrary
detention of protestors has occurred following protests occurring in 2019.622
National security
Authorities have arrested and charged a number of civil society leaders, activists and members of
the opposition with the crime of “subverting constitutional government”. This crime, which is
punishable by up to 20 years imprisonment, includes any advocacy in favour of, organisation of
or support for a group that attempts to overthrow or take over the government by unconstitutional
means, or using or threatening physical force in an attempt to coerce the government. The
definition of this offence generally limits its scope to violent actions or to use of force. The
government has attempted to evade this by charging people with incitement to subverting the
constitutional government, so as to avoid needing to show evidence of actual involvement in
violence, but this reading has been constrained by the courts. Law enforcement agencies appear to
be using this crime to target civil society and protestors without a proper basis for doing so.623
There is increasing concern over Zimbabwe’s surveillance capacity, particularly following reports
that it obtained facial recognition technology from a Chinese company and is expanding a “Smart
Cities” initiative that involves surveillance camera installation.624 Aspects of the legal framework
facilitate government surveillance. A 2007 law requires service providers to ensure
telecommunications system can support interceptions, to install hardware and software that
enables interception of communications and to implement interception orders in a manner that
ensures that the target is not aware of this. It also establishes a Monitoring of Interceptions
Communications Centre to be established which is responsible for overseeing telecommunications
interceptions, although it is not clear whether this Centre is in fact operational.625
Whistleblower, witness and other protection systems for those at risk

621

Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum, An Analysis of the Maintenance of Peace and Order Bill, 2019, 1 July
2019. Available at: http://www.hrforumzim.org/publications/an-analysis-of-the-maintenance-of-peace-and-orderbill-2019/.
622
Amnesty International, Zimbabwe: Ruthless Crackdown on Freedom omf Assembly Exposes Intolerance for
Dissent, 8 February 2019. Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/02/zimbabwe-ruthlesscrackdown-on-freedom-of-assembly/.
623
Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act, note 610, section 22; and ICJ, Zimbabwe: Subverting a
Constitutional Government, 2019, available at: https://www.icj.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/ZimbabweSubverting-Constitutional-Gvt-Advocacy-Analysis-Brief-2019-ENG.pdf.
624
MISA Zimbabwe, Submission on the Surveillance Industry and Human Rights in Zimbabwe, 15 February 2019,
available at: https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Opinion/Surveillance/MISA%20ZIMBABWE.pdf; and
Freedom House, Freedom on the Net 2018: Zimbabwe, available at: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedomnet/2018/zimbabwe.
625
Interception of Communications Act, sections 4 and 9. Available at:
http://www.vertic.org/media/National%20Legislation/Zimbabwe/ZW_Interception_of_Communications_Act.pdf.
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Zimbabwe does not have a whistleblower protection law. In July 2019, it was reported that a draft
amendment to the anti-corruption law would, if enacted, establish some protections.626

626

Rich Pickings for Whistleblowers, The Sunday
https://www.sundaymail.co.zw/rich-pickings-for-whistleblowers.
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